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ABSTRACT
For discharge of sewage into the ocean. two param eters need to be estimated, namely the T90
time and the diffusion coefficicnt(K). The T9(J time is a measure ofthe rate ofdecay of the
bacterial contain ed in the sew age, represen ting a 90% reduction from the initial value. The
diffusion coefficient (K ) is a measur e of how fast a plume of sewa ge will gro w or disperse
once released into the ocean.
Both the T90 value and the diffusio n coefficient (K ) depend upon local con ditions , such as
latitude and sea condi tio ns . Publi shed values are base d upon tests that general ly have been
carried o ut in [ower latitudes and/or in temperate waters, and may not accuratel y predic t
sewage di spersion and bacterial decay in local waters . It was therefore im portant to determine
acceptable values that can be used for sewage outfalls in Newfoundlan d.
It was the goal of this study to determi ne acc eptable ranges for both bacte rial decay and
dispersion that accurately depict conditions enco untered in Newfoundl and, and to determine
generall y ifwater tempera ture appears to have a important effect on the T'IO val ue.
For the T'IO study, a clear lexan container was filled with sewage and al low ed to float around
in the ocean, thus simulating natural cond itions as much as possible. Samples of the sewage
were taken every half hour and analyzed for total coliform count . The results gave an
average Tgotime of 4 hours in the summer (July to September) and 6.5 hours in winter
(September to Man::h). These values agree with curren t literature.
ii
For the dispersion study . several floats were released into the ocean and tracked over a period
of time . Using analysis methods proposed by other authors, the rate of plume growth was
determined. Thevalues that were obtained estimated the rate of dispersion to be greaterthan
anticipated. Weather and conditions of the test may have contributed to this. In addition, no
significant difference was found between dispersion rates for both inshore and open ocean
iii
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
There are many types of sewage disposal systems currently in operation, ranging from
various types oftreatmenl plants to long sea outfalls. However in all designs the treated
sewage is released into the environment and in most of these systemS the ocean is the best
sol ution.. Generally, ocean sewage disposal is the best choice and is an efficient syste m for
environmental contro l of coastal city waste . As noted by the Institute of Sanitary
Engineering (1982), the ocean is the most effective natural sewage treatment system of all
wat er bodies.
Discharge of municipal waste into the ocean results in the contamination of the seawa ter
surrounding the outfall . A plume of co ntamination may be transported a significant distance
as it is dispersed and dil uted, affecting the coastal environment in several po tentially
detrimental ways. With the growing concern about IleaIth risks associ ated with sewage
disposal and damage to the eco logy , great efforts have been made to imp rove the efficiency
ofthcscsys:tems. Factors such as the rate of bacteriaI decay and dispersion arc important to
the total effectiveness of any treatment system. Bacterial decay results from two independent
pheno mena: dil ution and inactivation. The first is due to mixing with the ocean and is
dependent on the turbulent diffusion coefficient, which is a measur e of bow quickl y the
effluent wi ll disperse due to turbulence in the ocean. The latter is mainly due to ultraviolet
radiation andbacteriophages present in the water . This die-off is indicated by Tw• the time
required to reduce the bacterial population by 90% . Dispersion is the actual mot ion and
spre ading that a sewage field in the ocean undergoes.
It is through the proper understanding of dispersion and bacterial decay in a parti cular
locatio n that safe treatment of sewage is achi eved . Since only the largest outfall
constructions can afford a detailed stud y of dispersi on and bacterial deca y, most des igns are
de veloped usin g average test values from around the world. These values may not be
appropriate to anyone parti cular location, so it is important to understand dispe rsion and
bact erial deca y to make the necessary adjustme nts.
1.1 THE PRO CESS OF OCEAN SEWA GE DISPOSAL
The proc ess of sewage disposal by sea outfal ls is a simp Le system compared to the more
common sewage treatment plants . A sewag etreatmentplantwill breakdown organic material
in the sewage by physical and biological means, acce lerating the decay and removal of
bacteri a and other harmful substances. This involves a great deal of proces sing and treatment
of the sewage, both of whic h are costly and time consuming. Ocean outfalls on the other
hand dispose of the raw sewage into the ocean where natural processes of purific ation act on
the sewage, achieving the same result as the treatme nt plant Bacte ria and other
microo rganisms stabilize the wast es in the same manner as a treatment plant . Sharp (19 91)
exp lains that this system is designed to disperse the waste matter for effective treatment
witho ut degrading the natural receiving water qual ity. To ensure natural purificatio n, ocean
outfalls rely on good mixing with receiving waters to guarantee an adequate supp ly of
disso lve d oxygen so purific ation can take place without red ucing dissolved oxyg en
concentrations to unacceptable levels. In a treatment plant, the same purification process
takes p lace in enclosed basins .
A pro perl y designed outfall includes a primary treatment stage to break up the faecal maner.
This usually consists of a series of screens that would catch large objects and undesirable
wastes in the raw sewage ( ie. sticks, plastic) . The waste is then released through a
submerged pipe discharging far offshore through one or more outfall ports, known as
diffusers. The distanc e, depth and number ofports are dependen t on the efflu ent flow and the
nature o f the receiving water. Figure 1.1 shows a typical layout for a small ocean outfall.
The sewage released through the diffuser of an outfall can rise to the -varer surface or become
trapped at some intermediate depth , dependin g on the strati fication of the water column .
Along its path toward the leve l of equilibrium. the sewage mingles with sea water and
undergoes an initial dilution . The diluted sewage is then carried away by sea currents and
the dilution process continues along its path but at a lower intensity.
Figure 1.1 Typical Ocean Outfall Method
1.2 DISPERSION PROCESS
Once the initial diluti on due to the mixing with the ocean water and formation of a sewage
field has occurred, the effluent is subjected to further diffusion and transport in the ocean.
This process is known as seco ndary dispersion.
The process contributing to the secondary dispersion involves both an advective component
(which is a transpo rt process) and a diffusi ve compo nent (which is a mixin g and a growth
process). The National Water and Soil Conservation Authori ty (t 985) , bas classified large
scale movements wi th respect to the size of the sewage field as transport, whi le the smaller
turbulent movements as eddy diffus ion.
A sewage field is moved by currents in the ocean . Clearl y this is advection. However, this
current may be part of a very large eddy the scale of which is several times larger than that
of the diffus ing patch . If the patch is beingadvected by the local part of the larger system,
then the larger eddy canno t be causin g growth of the field . Therefore it is possib le to make
the generalization that the eddies that influence the spread ofa substance are only those that
have a scale small er than the size of the patch. As the surface plume grows in size the larger
scale eddies, which at first mere ly move plume eleme nts , gradually become active in the
mixin g process. (See Figure 1.2.) Thus the rate at which effiuentconstituents spread depends
on the relative size of the surface plume elements compared to the scale of the mixing
mechanisms operating on it. The more eddying in the patch, the faster the spread of the
patch and the higher the rate of diffusion. This rate of diffusion is indicated by a coefficient
ofdiffusion (D for molecular and K for turbulent flow) .
Eddy S(iz
e~/::)e element Edd)isize < Plume element
(
[...:i T1 L-_-"-.,.....o..v
Movement Growth
To = Initial Time
Tl = Final Time
Ffgure 1.2 · Eddy Size vs Plume Element
1.4 BACfERIAL INACflVATlO1'l
104.1 GENERAL
In add ition to the physical dispersion of a wastewater field. as it moves away from the
discharge zone, various non-conservat ive constituents in the effluent will be subject to
further biological or chemical decay.
Once sewage is discharged into theocean. the additional reductionin bacteria is due to a loss
of viability which depends on causes such as: solar radiation, pH. predation by other
organisms , osmotic stress (moving from fresh to saline waters). degreeo f [Ica[ment ofthc
efffuent, presence of organic material. water temperature. chemical s and turbidity of the
receiving waters. Othe r environmental factors which influence the inactivation rate arc:
effluent field and receiving wa ter d arity, and nutrient defici encies.
1.4.2 PATHOGENS AND INDICATOR CON CE PTS
Sewage contains many differen t microorganis ms, some ofwhich cause illness or diseases in
humans. These are known as pathogens. The effect of thcsc vanes greatl y with the state of
community bcalth and the nature and degree ofsc wage treatment. Pathogens can infect beth
recreational water users and those consumin g shellfish.
Pathogens include the categories below:
1) Bacteria > are single celled microorganisms and arc the lowest form of life capable of
synthesizing protoplasm from the surrounding environment. Among other diseases cholera
is transmitted by these organisms.
2) Viruses • arc the smal lest biological structurcs known to contain alI the genetic
infonn ation necessary for their own reproduction. Waterborne viral pathogens arc known to
cause poliomye litis and infec tious hepa titi s.
3) Protozoa - are uniceUar organisms more complex in their functi onal activity than bacteria
or viruse s. Protozoal infectio ns are usually associat ed with gastrointestinal disorders .
4) Helminths - are parasitic worms that use animals as their host.
To contain the risk of contracting pathogenic diseases, various public health and water
resources agencies have developed microb iological guidelines and standards for receiving
waters. Tchobanoglous (1985), has noted that while the most logical approach would be to
test for these path ogens directly this would not provide the necessary degree ofprotectio n.
Also some pathogens are often absen t exc ept when an epidemi c occurs in the community .
Thishas led to the use of micro bial indica tors as a surrogate for pathogens. The presence and
degree of faecal contamination can be easily and routinely established by micro-organisms
such as the colifo rm grou p, which are nonna lly present in faeces in large numbe rs. A high
concentra tion ofcoliform bacteria might also indicate a high concentration of pathogens.
1.4.3 FAECAL INDICATOR CONCEPTS
The traditional and most use d indicator is the coliform group of baete ria. They are prevalent
in sewage, meatworks wastes and occur in runoff from pastures . Compose d of several strains
of bacte ria, these organisms are found exclusiv ely in the intestinal tract of warm-b looded
animals and. are excreted in large numbers with faeces. (See Tabl e 1.1.) Faecal colifonn
organisms are nonpathogenic and are believed to have a longer survival time outside the
animal body than do most pathogens . Becaus e the die off rate of faecal colifonns is
logari thmic, the number of surviving organisms may be an indication ofthe time lapse since
contamination. This makes it possible to predict microbial contamination and hence be in a
position to ascertain the health risk.
Table 1.1 · Typical concentrations of faecal indicator bacteria per 100 ml (Gelreich, 1978)
Wastewater
Raw Sewage
Meatworks
Total Colifonns
22 x.l()li
Faecal Colifonns
4.2 X. 107
1.5 OBJECTIVES OF THIS STUDY
Both the Tgovalue and the diffus ion coefficient (K) depend upon local conditions , such as
latitude and sea conditions. Published values are based upon tests that generally have been
carried out in lower latitudes and/or in temperate waters, and may not accurately predict
sewage dispersion and bacterial decay in local waters. It is therefore important to determine
accepta ble values that can be used for sewage outfalls in Newfoun dland . In addition there
is little informatio n on the effect of cold wate r temperature on bacteri al decay .
It is the goal of this study to determine acceptab le ranges for both bacterial decay and
dispersio n that accurately depict conditions encountered in Newfoundland. and to determine
general ly iftemperarure appearsto have an important effect on the T90 value.
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2.0 BACKGROUND THEORY
In this section the equations and concepts und erlyin g molecular and turbulent diffusion will
be presen ted. Molecular diffusi on by itse lf cannot describe the turbulent moti ons found in
the ocean but can be used as a building block. upon which specialized theories can be
developed . In additio n., the mathematical prin cipl es for bacterial inacti vation will also be
presented. It shoul d be noted here that these mathematical principles and underlying
concepts are primari ly base d upon the work of Fisher (1979) and the following explanations
are a summary of this work .
2.1 THE MOLECULAR MIXING PROCESS
The process ofmo lecular mixin g can bedescribed by Fid,'s Law, whic h states that the mass
of a solute crossing a unit area per unit time in a given direction. is proportional to the
gradient of solute concentration in thaI direction. Stated mathcmatically:
q = - D §£
ax
where:
q is the solute mas s flux (i.e. mass flow per unit area)
11
C is the mass concentration ofdiffusing solute
D is the coefficient of proportionality, termed the coefficient of molecular diffusion.
The minus sign indicates that transport occurs from high to low concentra tic ns.
adCixis the concentration gradient.
In other words the flux is the movement of mass past a uni t area in unit time under the
influence ofa concentration gradient. The conservation ofmass princ iple leads to a second
relationship which is true despite the transport process . Figure 2.1 illustrates a one-
dimensional transport process in which mass is being trans ferred in the x direction .
c: UNI T .AREA. PERPENDICULAR
~ TOX-AXIS
/1---:-------"-...D
x
Figure 2.1 - One Dim ensional Transpo rt
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Two parallel surfaces o f unit area are drawn perperadicular to the x axis and separated by
distance 4X.lfC is the mass pet unit volume at the point x at time t, then there is a mass Cex
in the Linesegmen t bounded by the parallel planes . Since mo lecules are passing in and out
of the volume defined by each bound ing surface , there is a time rate change of mass in the
volume given by (Oc:Iat).o.x.
The time rate of change must be equal to the diffe.-ence in the flux or rate of passage of
molecules through each surface. Suppose the mass rate of flow per unit area. acro ss the
surface located at x is q then the mass rate of flow per unit area across the surface at x + CoX
is q +a~iJx ex , and the difference between the two isaqtiJx CoX. Thi s is the net rate of change
of mass flow out o f tbe volume in the x direction . Thi s difference must be:equal to the rate:
ofcban ge of mass in the volume in order to satisfy tllc: co nservati on of mass . Equating the
net flow out of the:volum e to the rate of cban ge in I:Dass gives
£1..tu ... £fAx = O
ax at
Eliminating the: CoXterm
IJ
2.2
2.3
Differentiating equation 2..1 with respect to x and substituting in equation 2.3 gives the one
dimensional diffusion equation.
2.4
A simil ar anal ysis in three dimensions would (assuming the coefficient of propotti onality
is constan t in all directions) lead 10
2.5
The above equati on is wri tten for diffusion in three dimens ions x, y and z, and is importan t
in describing bow mass can be trans ferred by a Fickian process. This eq uation is val id only
for fluids with azero mean velocity. {i.e. stationary) and does not account for mixing due to
eddies . It cannot acco unt for turbul ent diffu sion in the ocean.
14
2.1.1 THE COEFFICIENT OF PROPORTIONALITY
In the preceding section the rate of chan ge ofconcea tration wi th respect to time was related
to the rate of change of concentration with respect to loca tion through the coefficient of
proportionali ty (0). 0 can be expressed as
1 aa1D = - -
2 at
where cr is the variance of the con centration distribution .
2.6
A$ a proof of this consider the variance of a concentration distribution defined as follows
ZC'I'Othmomcnt - ~"- i C ds:
first momen t - M. - i s:C dx
Wh ere C is the concentration at pos ition x at time t.
15
2.1
2.8
2.9
The mean (1.t) and the variance (all of a distribution are found from the moments by the
equations
2.10
2.11
Multiplying equation 2.4 by Xl and integrating over the range x ... - ... to X = + ...give s
2.12
On the left handside the time derivative can be taken outside the int egral, whil e the right
hand side can be integrated by pans. This gives
2.13
A similar anal ysi s will show that (at at )f Cx dx e O. so the mean (u) can be taken as zero.
With vari ance defined according to equation 2.11, equation 2.13 can be rewritten as
16
2.14
This relationship states that the variance oCa distri butio n iocrcascs at the rate equal to twice
the coefficient of molecular diffusion (0). This is independent of the shape of the
distrib ution . From this relati onship , estimates of the value of D can be produced by
determining the variance cftbe concentration.
2.2 THE TRANSPO RT PRO CESS
In any sewage field the re is motion due to winds, tides and other processes acting on the
ocean . Thi s motion or movement of the sewag e field, known as advection, is the second
important parameter in sewag e dispe rsion.
TbeIlltc ofmass transport is directly proportional to the velocity of the sewage fie ld in that
directi on. TIlis is because the rate at whi ch fluid vo lume passes through a uni t area is
multiplied by the concentration of mass in that direction. For examp le. the rate a t which a
fluid passes the y- z plane is depe ndent 0 0 the velocity in the x-dire ctio n . (Sec Figure 2.2.)
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Figure 2.2 · Mass Trans port
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Simply stated the mass flow rate or mass flux per unit area is equal to the productofvelocity
(u) andcon cen trati on (q.
q ="e 2.15
Howeve r, it is also nece ssary to acco unt for the diffusion of the material as motion occurs.
In essence, the sewage field is growing as it moves. (See Figure 2.3 .)
Com binin g the above equation for advection with the processof F icldan diffusi oD(equation
2.1) gives
q ," "C - D ~
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2.16
Which is the total rate of mass transport from both advection and molecular diffusion .
Subst ituting thi s into the equa tion for conservation of mass (equation 2.3) and differentiat ing
with respect to x gives the advective diffus ion equation.
££ + u££ = Daze
at dr a~ l
This is for one dimension only . For three dimensions
2.t 7
2.18
where u, v, and w are the components of the transport velocity in the x, y and z directions,
respectively.
Fig ure 2.3 - Advection - Diffusion Equation
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This equation is referred to as the three dimensional "ad vec tive diffusion" equation, and
through its use, disper sion can be mathematically pres ented . However , this equation is for
laminar flow and molecular diffusion . Se veral changes are required for turbulent flow found
in the ocean .
2.3 TURBULENT DISP ERSION
The equations developed so far describe the transport and diffus ion of waste in the ocean
assuming a non -turbulent process. However, most fluid motions in the ocean are cons idered
to be turb ulent . Turbule ntmotioncan be though t ofas arandom motion of the fluid particl es
due to eddies in the ocean. Both velocity and conc entration in turbul ent flow can be
considered as the sum of an average value and a random component. This random
compone nt represents the fluctuations due to eddie s in the ocean . Thus the velocity and
concentrati on at anyone time can be written as :
U=J!..+ u·
v=.x..+v '
W=.J!...+W ·
C "".k.+ C'
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2.19
2.20
2.21
2.22
Where the underlined terms repre sent the averag e value s and the prime term s repres ent the
random components. These expressions can then be substituted into the equation for
advecti ve diffusion (equation 2. 18) to give:
a(J;.c~ • (Il.u~ a(J;.c~ • (£.,~ a(J;.n
at ax ay
• "".w ~££ 0 D( a'(C.C~ • a'U::.C~ • a'(J;· n )
at ax1 ay1 & 1
Simplifyin g and rearranging
a(!:'It') • au;::.') • a(c:!B0
ax av aw
2.23
2.24
The last three terms on the right - band side ofequati on 2.24 account for the turbulent nature
of the flow . The cross product terms such as C'u' represent the mass flow rate s (q) due to the
turbulent behavior. By analo gy wi th Pick's Law of molecular diffusion (Equation 2.1) they
can be rep resented by an equivalent diffusive mass transport in which the mass flow rate is
proportional to the mean concentration gradient. i.e.
21
2.26
2.27
wbeee K".1Cy and K..are the coefficients ofturbulent diffus ion also call ed eddy diffusi on in
the x, yand z direcrions, respectively. Rewriting equation2.24 with these terms and omitting
the underlining gives
1.28
This is the edvective - diffusive equation for turbulent flow. accounting for trans port in the
ocean by both molecular and turbulent diffusion. However in most cases the turbul ent
transport is many orders highe r than the molecular transport. As a resul t the terms wi th
molecul ar transpo rt can beomitted from equation 2..28, which can then be written as
2.19
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2.3.1 THE COEFFICiENT OF TURBULENT DiFFUSION
The analysis give n in section 2.1.1 can be applied equally well to molecular diffusion or
turb ulent diffusion. Thus for a sewage fie ld in which the diffusion occurs primarily by
turb ulen t processes.
1 dolK = __
2 dt
Where: a2is the variance of the conc entration of the sewage field.
2.30
The coefficient of turbulentdiffusionessentiallyexpresses the intensityof the mixingprocess
in a certain sea zone. The more intense these natural. mixing processes are , the faster is the
dispersion of the sewage field . From this it is apparent that as the sewage patch grows , the
diffusion coefficient must increase faste r than the length scale (L) of the patch. This is
because, mo re and more eddie s contribute to the diffusion ofthe patch as the patch grows in
size . It is commonly suggested that a good relationship (0 use for diffusion in open ocean
is the diffusion coefficient to the four-thirds power of the length scale of the patch (Grace,
1978). Thi s is ex pressed as Richardson's Law.
2.31
L ;< Length scale ( the width of the surface plume perpendic ular to the mean
current direction.)
ex= A dissi pation param eter
23
More detailsare given in the litera ture revi ew.
2.4 BACTERIAL INACTIVAn O N
Knowledge of the inactivation rate is essential to any calculations of bacterial indicator
co ncentrations associated with a sewage outfall dischar ge . The concentration of faecal
indicator bacteria in a wastewater field decreases faster than can be explained by physical
dil ution alone .Theadditional rcductioneffectcan be bestdescribed as bacteriaJ.inactivatio n.
2.4 .1 INACTIVATION RATES
Th e bacterial inactivation (or decay) process is generally approximated by first order group
pop ulati on kinetics. where the rate of inacti vation is propo rtional to the co ncentration. C. of
indicator bacteria i.e.
2.32
where k. is the inacti vation rate-constant.
Rearranging and diffe rentiating gives;
2.33
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However at time t = O. the concentra tion is C '" Co' Thus the constan t = In Co
Substituting this constant back in equation 2.33, gives
The concentration C at time t is then
C {-.t,llc:- = e
Where:
C = Concentration of bacteria at time t
Co = Initial concentration of bacteria at t = 0
k l '"' Rate constant obtained from experimental data
Alternatively
.2- = 10 -.t ,
C.
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1.34
2.35
2.36
2.37
Wherek =0.431kj
The inactivation rate is conventionally expressed in tenus of the time required for the
bacteria to decrease to one-tenth of'th eir original number, excluding physical dilution. This
value is defined as the T90 value . To determine this value, C, Co and t will be defined as
follows:
Co = 100
C = IO
t =T90
Substituting these values into equation 2.36 gives:
Rearranging and taking the logarithm s of both sides
2.38
2.39
Solving for k gives
2.40
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Substituting in equation 2.3 6 gives
.£. : lOT;
C.
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2.4 1
3.0 LITERATURE SURVEY
In this sectio n a review ofcurrent literature regarding bacterial inactivation and dispersi on
will be presented, along with accepted values for T90 and dispersion rates.
3.1 SAMPLE ST ORAGE AND ITS EFFECTS
3.1.1 FRES H WATER
In most insitu bacterial studies whether freshwater or seawater, samples are co llected and
transpo rted to a lab for analysis. The time between collection and analysis coul d prove to
have an important effect upon the analysis. ifa su bstantial amo unt of bacterial decay occurs
during transport. It is a common practice to refri gerate or store samp les in ice to reduce
bacterial activity during transport. Even so, bacterial decay or growth may stil l occur under
these conditions . The American Public Health Association (1983 ) and the Environmental
Prot ection Age ncy (1979) stipulate that they should ice or refrigerate all wat er sampl es and
analyze them immediately after collection, recommending a maximwn transpo rt time of six
to eight bours . Thi s is helpful in maintaining accurate samples., but often a six-bo ur transport
time is impossi ble. For instance, water samp les take n in remote areas may take seve ral days
to reach the nearest lab . In addi tion, iftbe sam ple reaches the lab late in the day. it may be
stored overnight before anal ys is. McCarthy (195 7), has shown that large chang es in bacterial
concentrations can occ ur in un-iced samples.
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The effects of ho lding time and tempera ture on microb iological analysi s of drinking wate r
remains undetermined after nearly 100 years. Concern for this prob lem can be:traced back
to 1899 when Jordan and Irons (1899) stated that all experienced water analysts should insist
upon analysi s o f a samp le of water immediat ely after collec tion . It is generally recognize d
that water samples coll ected for microbiolo gical analysis must be examined as soon as
possible because of the changes tha t could occur in the bact erial dens ities owing to the
chemical and physical characteristics of the sampl e and the interaction with otherorganism s
in the water.
Many investigations have been reported, but differences in the conditions of the studies make
comp arisons difficult. if not imposs ible. Jordan (1900) observ ed a gradual decrease in
bacterial dens itie s of polluted wat ers he ld at either ambient or refrigerated temperature s.
Caldwell and Parr (19 33) compared coli form recovery from iced and ambient well water
samples held for vario us time periods and repo rted losses of 40 - 50 percent within a few
hours at both temperatures. The Public Health Laboratory Service Water Subcommittee of
Great Britain reported that storage of sarnples for six hours at amb ient temperature was not
always satisfactory. By their standard s, some samples showed signi ficant chan ges after six
hours in the refri gerator. At each temperature approxima tely one sample in four showed a
signifi cant variation after six hour storag e . (The Public Health Laboratory of Great Britain,
1953) (See Table 3.1.) In a second study by the Public Heal th Laboratory Service Water
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Subcommittee of Great Britain (19 53), overnight storage of coliform samples was
investigated. One hundred and fifty one samp les from eighty locations around England were
used. Significant changes were again found in coliform counts before and after the storage
interval . (See Tab le 3.2). Their conclusions stated that overnight sto rage of a samp le at
refrigerato r tem peratures is still likely to show a signifi cant change in coliform. content.
Tab le 3.1· Effect of Storage (The Public Health Laboratory of Great Britain, 1953)
Period o f Temperature of Percentage showin g
storage storage Increase No chang e Decrease
(Hours)
6 Refrigerator 8.8 15.0 16.2
Room 8.6 15.J 16.1
2. Refrigerator 6.5 66.1 27.4
Room 14.5 61.7 23.8
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Table 3.2 - Effect ofOvem.ight Storage (The Public Health Laboratory of Great Britain.
1953)
Temperature of Percen tage showing
storage Increase No change Decrease
Refrigera tor 6.6 I 76.2 I 17.2
Room 15.2 I 65.6 I 19.2
In agreemen t wi th these findings. Geldreich (1955 ) foun d the mean colifonn density after 24
hours storage was 72 perce nt of the mean after two hours storage for 18 samples collected
from wells , lakes, and rivers and held at 5"C . On the other hand. Lonsane (1967) examined
marginall y po lluted waters he ld at ambient and re frigera tor temperatures and reported that
membrane filter (MF) co unts of coliforms from sam ples held up to 48 hours were not
signi ficantl y diffe rent from those found initially. Stan dridge and Lesar (1977) examine d 28
samples of heavily polluted water with initial co liform co unts that rang ed between IOl/ml
and l o' /ml and fo und little chang e after storage at r c - 4"C for 24 bours . Dutka and EI-
Shaarawi (1980) stored waters with various pollution loads at 1.5"C and reported that at
least 75 percent of tbe samples bad a constant leve l ofbacteria for 24 bours , but there was
little evide nce tha t populations were stab le ove r 48 hours. It seems for every study that
reports signifi cant chan ges in coliform counts over time, there is another study that finds no
signi fican t changes .
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The major prob lems in interp reting data from earl ier studies, in terms of the e ffects of
holding time and temperature on water sampl es, are that most of the samples had. high
bacterial counts rather than the relatively low counts found in drinking waters, In addi tion
most results were based upon the multiple-tube ferme ntation method. with results reported
in the most probab le number (MPN) rather than the more precise membrane filtra tion (MF)
method.
3.1.2 WASTEWATER CONCE RN S
To further complica te the pro blem, samples with high concentrations of coliforms or other
bacteria, as in raw sewage, are more prone to the effects of storage, than samp les with low
concentrations. After examinati on of 400 samp les from the New York and Massac husetts
departments ofpub lic health, McCarthy (1957), found that bacteri al samples with relati vely
low coliform dens ities will remain more stabl e over time lhan samp tes initially co ntaining
high coliform densi ties . It was concluded that 24-bour storage results somewhat more
reliable for sam ples initially con taining a low col iform pollution than with sam ples ofhigber
numbers. The rationale is that changes are less likely to occur in drinking water samp les
because they are usuall y of good quality and have low bacterial densities, which are mo re
hardy and bette r able to survive the storage interval . Coliforms, like any other organisms
will have variations with both healthy and weak members ; it would be reasonab le to assume
samp les containing low concentrations would mainl y consist of more hardy colifonns as the
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weaker on es have already died or have been eliminated by some treatment or natural
preda tion . A samp le with low concen trations would the n be expec ted to sho w tess chang e
over a storage interval. On the other handa sample of wate r containing a high concentration
of coliforms, as in the case of raw sewage, would contain numerous weaker coliforms that
could die offquite rapi dly during storag e.
In agreement wi th this, Gameson (1984) has noted that the survival of colifonn bacteria in
seawater maydepend upon the initial count. In a series offive experim ents carried out in the
summ er of 1966, with high concentrations of sewage (between 34 and 40 million per ml ),
bacteria counts increased during the first day and did not fall to their ini tial values until two
to three days after the start of the experim ent . However it should benoted that the samp les
were kept in the dark, so the effect of inactiva tion due to sunl ight was not determined.
To keep changes in bacterial densities to a minimum and to provide more valid results ,
Standard Methods for the Examination of Water and Wastewater (1992 ) recommend
polluted samp les beheld at temperatures less than 10°C and from 1°C _4 °C, respectively,
and be analyzed within six bours of collection. The American Pub lic Health Association
(1985), recommends to hol d temperature of all stream pollution, drinking , and wastewater
samples be low 10 °C durin g a maximum transpo rt time of six hours .
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3.2 STUDIES OF DECA Y RATE S - T..
Thelarge influ ence which local cond itions have on the inacti vation of indicator bacteria in
a wastewa ter field causes wide variations in decay rates. Factors such as solar radiati on, pH,
predatio n by other organi sms. osmotic stress (moving from fresh water to saline waters),
degree of treatment of the effluent, presence of organic material. water temperature and
turbidity ofthe receiving waters, all affect the rate ofbact eri al decay. This make s it advi sab le
to carry out field measurements of the inactivation ofthe bacteria near the proposed outfall
site. In this procedure, a tracer of known concentration is released into the ocean and
samples are taken to find the change in concentration over distance and time. Using this
data the T90 time can becalculated .
Mitchell and Chamber lin (1978) have swnmarized decay rates of coliform bacteria in
seawa ter from various studies performed around the world. See Tab le 3.3 .
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Tabl e 3.3 - Decay Rates ofColifonn Bacteria (MitchcU. 1978 )
Location TreatmeD.tbefore T9Q (Hours )
discharg e.
Denmarl< DO~ 2.0
Engl and DO~ 0.78 - 3.50
Gen.toffe.,Denmark none 1.16
Istanbul, Turke y none 0.80-3 .00
Manila Bay, Philippines none 1.78 - 3.45
Nice, France none 1.5
Rio de Jan eiro. Brazil none < 1.0
Santa Barbara, Cali fornia primary 0.37 -5.47
Santa Monica, Califo rnia primary 1.50 -4.00
Seasi de Heigh ts, New Jersey primary 1.05
Sidm outh and Bridport, None 0.57 - >>4
Engl"'"
Tatabi Bay. New Zealand DO~ 0.65
Gameson (1984) bas carried out a great deal of investi gation in me area of coliform
inactivation and T9Q studies. A series of25 expe rimen ts conducted between [969 and [980
show a wide range in T9(l> from 34 minutes [0 nine hours in daytime studi es. See Tab le 3.4.
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Table 3.4 - T90 Values (Gameson, 1984)
N= b« Y.~ Outfall Dale T.. (Hours)
I 196' C Aug2 t 3.'
2 196' C Aug 22123
3 196' C Aug2S 3.'
. 1969 C Aug 26 3.1
, 1970 DO Mayt4 3.3
6 1971 DC Jaly 7
7 1971 DC July IS .57
8 1971 DB Sept t4 3.'
, t971 DB Sept IS ' .0
10 1971 DB Sept 17 1.36
II t971 DB Sept 19 1.6
12 1972 DB Apr 26 82
13 1972 DB May 2 '.3
I' 1972 DB May S 8.1
IS 1972 DB May t l 3.'
16 1973 DO May 10 22
17 1973 DO May t2 .89
18 1973 DO May IS .75
19 1973 DO May 16 ' .0
20 1973 DO May 20 3.'
21 1980 C Sepl30 U
22 1980 C 00< I 2.'
2J L980 C 00< 2 I.,
"
1980 C 0< <3 22
2S 1980 C 00< ' 3.'
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Outfall C is at Sidmcuth, England (dischargin g 440 m offshore), DD is at Bridgeport (1360
m offshore), and DC and DB are the outlets (at 680 m and 430 m respectively) on the same
outfall p ipe at Bridgeport.
3.2.1 EFFECT OF SOLAR RADIATION
Solar Radiation is the most important factor affecting the rate of bacterial inactiv ation.
Various studies have been undertak en in this area, and generall y the results are the same .
Tchobanoglous , (1985 ) bas noted that the main process which leads to a loss of via bility in
seawate r of colifonns with time is the effect of ultra-violet radiation . However, there is a
noticea ble variation in the rate of bacterial decay, indicated in published values for T911.
rangin g from one bour to extremes of oine or more hours, during day light conditions . As the
amount of ultra-violet radiati on reaching the ocean surface depends on factors like latitude
and physical geography, it would be reaso nable to suggest that T911values would vary from
location to location. Currently Newfoundland outfall designs are based upon tests conducted
at lower latitudes andlor warmer sea states. These values may not be accurate for local
conditions.
Ina serie s of studies byGameson (1985) it was concluded that so lar radiation is the dominant
factor, the inactiv ation rate of bacteria exposed to sunlight is typically up to two or more
orders of magnitude greater than for the same bacteria kept in the dark. The radiati on
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intens ities are dependant on the solar elevatio n and weather conditions and therefore vary
throughout the day and seasonaJly. (See Figure 3.1.) Clear skies and a high solar radiation
elevation produces the most rapid inactivation . The lethality ofsolar radiation also decreases
wi th increasing wavelength. which is measured in nanometers -nm (109 m). Previous studies
(Calkins, 1960) have shown that the ultravio let UV-8 band (280 -320 nm) is the most
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bactericidal portion of the solar spectrum at sea level. Thi s very short wave length band
causes direct damage by photon action on DNA. although some cell damage may be
temporary as bacteria can subsequently undertak e either sunlight-induced or dark enzyma tic
repair (Gamescn, 1985). The bactericidal action of solar radiation on indicator bacteria
progrcssivelydecreases with increasing wavelength through the UV-A band (320 - 400 nm).
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This co ntrasts withthe DNA response, which has a sharp cutoffat 315 -320 run in the UV.8
band.(Calkins,1960) Therefore while less intrinsically damaging than the UV -B, the more
intense UV·A and even short wave visible light in the violet -green ban d are also important
contributors to bacterial inactivation mechanisms, suggesting that o ther mechani sms exist
besides direct damage to their DN A .
Bas ed on the expe rim ental results ofGameson and Gould (1985), it would appear that half
the ina ctivati on of colifonns at the wa ter surface is attributab le to wavelengths below 379
nm , a quarter to the near visibl e UV -A ban d and a quarter the violet -green region (400-500
nm) of the visible so lar spectrum. When it come s to bacterial inactivation at depths below
the sea surface, selection absorption of short er wavelengths by disso lved organic matter ,
chlorophy ll and particulates , becomes an important factor particularly as the short
wavelength UV -B , whi ch do much of the damage, are strongly attenuated in producti ve
coastal wa ters.
3.2.2 COLD WATER EFFECTS
It bas been generally ass umed that water temperature has little or no effe ct upon the rate of
bacterial decay. Thi s may be due in part to the fact that the majority of studies were carried
out in re lativ ely warm water . The few stud ies that have attem pted to analyze this condition
have sho wn a noticeabl e variatio n in T90- However most of these previous studi es dealt with
fres hwater in streams rather than ocean wa ter.
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Smith's (1992) investigation into bactc:rial deca y at Rankin Inlet. N.W .T.. showed very little
decay of bacteria in an ice filled harbo r. Decay rates varied from 0.04 d-l to 0.24 d-l.
However the effect oftbe ice cover upo n the deca y rate is unclear. "Results from this study
coinci de with tho se from previous investi gations that have found that the comb ina tion or
co ld water tempera ture and ice cover signifi cantly reduce the decay of microorganisms ."
SpriDgthorp . Lob, Robertson and Satt er (1993) investigating the behavior of coliform
bacteria in the Ottawa and Rideau Rivers during the winterandspringofl 99 l - 1992, noted
that almostno decay was observed at temperatures of 2 _ 4 °C.
Gameso n and Gould (19 85), in a investigation of bacteria decay during daylight conditions,
using data from 1966 to 1912 not ed tha t wat er temperature hadno effect upon the rate or
decay. even though water temperatures were varie d from 3 - 27 °C. However in a simi lar
study during nigh t condi tions consisting of200 samples. water tempe rature was deem ed to
be very important and a noticeable increase in decay rates with increasing water temperature
was evident. Using regress ion analys is two equati ons rela ting water temperature to the T90
time were derived:
For temperatures IOGC and less
TD ,. 1.345 - 0.04439
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3.1
Fortemperatures 15"C and greater
TD :: 2.076 - 0.02268 3.2
Where TO is the T90 time in the dark and a is the water temperature in degrees Celsius .
No explanation was given for the need for two equations .
It seems from the studies presented that temperature docs have an effect on bac teria
inactivation, but the effect of sunligh t may be so great that temperature effects are not
noticeable in daylight conditions. TIUswould explain the differences between daylight and
night conditions and the effect of ice cover.
3.3 DISPERSION
3.3.1 GENERAL
One of the most important parameters in the prediction of dispers ion is the horizontal
diffusion coefficient (K.)and the corresponding relationship :
K=a:L"
4 1
3.3
Where K is the diffusion coefficient and L is the length scale (the width ofthe surface plume
pe rpendic ular to the mean current direction) a: and n are constants whic h are described
be low .
In many mathematical analyses involving diffusion, it is assumed that K is a constant for all
time and space and the same for all directions. In this case K represents the rate of spread
OJ" growth of a concentration patch. Basically there arc three forms of K = ttL" with
corresponding values ofn as 0, 1 or 4/3, which account for a reduce d diffusion coefficient
due to close ness to shorelines. Values of a:are more difficult to define as it is really not a
constant but related to energy absorption from the eddies. Ozmidov (1990) reaso ned that the
parameter ct is actually the rate at which energy passes from large energy co ntaining eddies
to smaller eddies. On this basis Ctwill decrease with an increase in length scale . The reason
is that energy is fed by ocean turbulence at roughly three scales; by wind waves at about 10
m etres, tidal motions at 10 kilometers and by atmospheric pressure systems at about 1000
kilometers. Okubo (1971) has shown that allowing forthe irrcrease inenergy passed through
as the scale decreases does result in a better fit. (See Figure 3.2.)
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Figure 3.2 ~ Okubo's fining ofRichacdsons law (Okubo.1971)
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However unless the length scale is very large a reasonable estimate of« is given as 0.002 -
0.0 1 cm lIl /s . This would be the case in most outfall designs since once the length scale
exceeds to kID. the sewage would be expected to be far offshore and most bacterial
inactivation would have occurred . Inmost instances dispersion calculations are required for
nearshore conditions, with smaller length scales.
3.3.1 RICHARDSON'S ANALYS IS
The earliest wo rk in the definition of K was carried out by Richardson (1926). This was
based upon dispersion in the atmosphere . In his analysis he introduced the fundamental
notion that the rate of separation of a pair of particles at any instant is dependant on the
separation itself. As the separatio n increases so also does the rate of separation. In doing so,
he developed wha t is known as the Richardsons's law. Richardson 's work was primarily
related to atmosp heric diffusion. however it holds true for diffusion in the ocean . In Fickian
diffusion the distributionofparticles is given as a function of distance from a chosen origin,
and in the simp lest case can be written (as given in Chapter 2)
~+ u2£ = Da:c
at ax axZ 2.17
Richardson was concerned with the effect of the separation between particles, so he
suggested presenting the coeffic ient ofrelative diffusion of particles (F) as the function of
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the mutual separation of particles Q). The diffusion was presented by him for the density
particle distribution function (q) according to their mutual distances in the following form:
Where Q is the total number of particles.
Having analyzed atmospheric data, Richardson established that by expressing the coefficient
L as 2K the following relationship can be obtained
.
K '" D.2L )
3.5
This relationshi p, known as Richardso n 's law. has proved to be very effecti ve in the
prediction of dispersion in the ocean. The majori ty of other studies in this area have been
concerned with either providing further proofs of this law or refining it.
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3.3 .2 USE OF DR OG UES
One method of determining the horizo ntal diffus ion coefficients is through the deployment
ofdrogues at an outfall site. These drogues are nothing more thanunderwater sail s attached
to surface floats. As the wat er currents and eddie s act upon the drogues , their movements
can be tracked by noting the movement of the surface floats . Analysis o f the movem ents of
the drogues, can then be used to detennine the horizontal diffusion coefficient. See Figure
3.3.
Wood, dotb Ol'"
/ melll l lll ils
Figure 3.3 - Typical Ocean Drogue
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The movement of the drogues relative to each othe r can be used to determine the horizontal
diffusion coefficient. Thi s was first presented by Stonunel (1949) who pres ented a method
of estimating diffusivity as a function of neighbo r separation, based on Ricbardsons ' earlie r
work. Stommel's approach was to release the floats in pairs at an initial separa tion I..,then
to measure the separation L, afte r an elapsed time T. If the initial and final separations of
the ith float pair are represented by I...o and L" respec tive ly. Then the scale ofthe process for
the ith pair can be written as :
3.6
For a group ofN floats the scale would be
Stommel basshown that the dispersion coeffic ient (K) of length scale (L) is given by:
N
K = l~t(L t, - L. l
>.NT
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3.7
3.8
3.3.3 BROOKS' MODEL
The basic Fickian equation was used by Brooks (1960) to describe the dis persion of sewage
effluent from a tine source in an ocean current, such as a typical sewage diffuser at the end
of an outfall pipe. Brooks assumed that th e diffusion law with variable eddy diffusivity K
was valid, and that there was no vertical or lateral diffusion. Thi s reduced the problem to
one dimension:
q = - K 5.-
ax 1.1
Other assumptions were that K is a function of the length scale L, which was taken as the
width nfthe sewage field. vertical mixing is negligible. longitudinal mixing is negligib le and
flow is steady . For the value of the coefficient of eddy diffusion, Brooks used Richard sons
law with several changes to the value nfthe exponent. He chose three different values afthe
expo nent n: 0, 1 and 3/4. The first of these corresponds to an assumed constant diffus ion
coefficient, the second is consistent with a coastline situation an d the latter with ope n Oce3I1.
The three values of n account for restrictions on mixing due to reduced eddy size near
shorelines and its effect upo n plume growth .
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K= aL" 3.9
It is this definition of eddy diffusion alon g with the advection - dilfusionequation that forms
the basis of dispersion calculations in the ocean . How ever it should be noted tha t since
Brooks assumed that the flow is steady, values of K and ct will vary due to local ocean
conditions. Normally field studies using dyes or floats are undertaken to determine the
values of the constants ct an n,
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3.3.4 DISP ERSION STUDIES
Th ere have been many field experiments conducted to measure K.50 it is a common practice
in outfall design to use a value from literature.. Ho wever, to ensure an accurate estimate of
sewage dispersion field measurements should be carried out whenever possible . Findings
from most studies tend to reinfo rce Brooks idea that n will vary depending on closeness to
shorelines. Th us it can be ass umed that valu es of n will vary depen ding upon loca tion and
physical geograph y o f the outfall area.
The first experiments on the diffusi on of particles in the ocean were undertaken by
Ric hardso n and Stommel (194 8). The distances betwee n 4 S pairs of indi vid ual particles
were measured at the initial time (to) and at the mc mee t t , - to+T. where T - 30 seco nds.
Based on Uris data. the coefficient of diffusion K or F(l) was calculated by Stommel 's
equation. (equati on 3.5) The coe fficient n was determined to be 413.
A large series of experiments on diffusion was conducted by Ozmidov (1990 ) in 1955 -
1958. Tbese expe riments were carried out inanificial ponds, from oil trestles in the Caspian
Sea and in the Pacific Ocean. In the first two case s, sheets of paper served as indicators ,
while in the ocean expe rim ents submerged buoys wi th radar reflectors were used . The
position aCthe paper sheets was determined by pho tography and that ofthe buo ys by radar .
The distances between the pairs ofth e diffusing particles vari ed from centime tres to se veral
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kilo metres. These co mputations sbowed a significant decrease in K with the increasiDg
length scale. In most cases the dependence of K on size was rather well approximated by
a power functio n with the expo nent of 4l3 . A log-log plot of K versus L gave a straight
line given by tbe equati on K -O.OI L tf3 .
In several studies dependence of the diffusion coefficient on the phenomenon scale was
approximated by a power function of the form F - L·, with the expo nent n sometimes being
differen t from 413. In the summe r of 1974 , experiments with discrete particles were
conducted by Zhurbas, Mamedov and Tataraev (Zhurbas, 1990) in the Caspian Sea. Small
buoys with radar reflect ors and underwater parac hutes were used as indica tors. In each
experiment four buoys were re leased . The dis tances to the buoys and their azim uths were
determined every 600 - 900 seconds with the he lp of a radar system installed in a former oil
derric k's basement. Averaging in the fonnula (equation 3.5) was made when calculating the
dispersion coefficient K over groups of values L - O- SO; 50- 100; 100-150; 150 -200; 200
- 250 ; 250 - 300 m. AU the experim ental data fi tted cetc a unique straight line with n being
equal to L 14. The authors account for such a deviation of the experimental results from the
413 power law by the pec uliarities of energy supply in the shallow sea areas where the
experiment was staged .
Tushinsky (fushinsky, 1990) carried out similar stud ies in Lake Baikal. Special floating
beacons 2.5 meters long with cross like sails with cross sectio ns about 2 m1 were used as
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indicators.. Tbe positions of floats in the course of diffusion was determined by
photogra phing from a ship . Floats were released neacthe eityofBailcalskatdistances of 0.5
and 12 kin from shore . The length scale L in the experiments varied from 6 to 103 meters.
and the respective values of lhe diffusion coefficient K was from 84 to 5983 cmJs. the
relationshi p K obtained through these experiments was approximated by two power
relationships , with the exponent n - 0.98 for smaller scales and with n close co413 for L
exceeding 30 - 60 m.
A review of data from a numbe r of experiments is given in Okubto ( 1971. who selected
twenty sets of data, o btained during the period 1961 - 67 from stud ies off the east coast of
the United States . By plotting the apparent diffusivity Kagainst length scale L, Okubo found
the relation.
hereL is in em and K is in em!/s. See figure 3.4 .
K = O.01031L I.lS
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Figure 3.4 _ Okubo 's Dispersion Data (Okubo . 1971)
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4.0 EFFECTS OF STORAGE
As no ted in the literature review, there is a wide variation in the accepted effects of storage
on bac terial sam ples. Forthis study it was deemed importan t to findifstorage of the sam ples
woul d have any effect upon the anal ysis results. If this were the case, special precautions
woul d have to be taken to ensure that the study results were accura te. In addi tion the effect
oftemp erature incomparison wi th sunlight was also studi ed. This was because some studi es
have noted an effect of temp erature on samples during dark conditions but not in the ligh t
(Gam eso n, 1985) .
4.1 METHODOLOGY
To check the effects of storage under different condi tions, approximately 5 litres of raw
sewage was obtained from a trunk sewer in Moun t Pearl, at an access chamber near Par k
Avenu e. (See Figure 4.1). This loca tion was chosen because it allowed easy acces s to the
main trunk sewer, which carries al l of the waste from Mount Pearl and surrounding areas
to an outfal l in St. John 's. In addi tion., by the tim e the sewage reac hed this locatio n, most of
the so lid mat erial bad been broken down into a watery mixture . This made preparation of the
samp les much easier.
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To~ise
Waterford River
ParkAvenu e
Figure 4.1· Location ofSewage Source
The sewage was mixed with ocean water obta ined from the municipal wharf in St. Phillip s.
This is the area where the T90 studies were taken and use of water from the same location
would aid in the determination ofhow storage would affect the T90 values. The sewage was
added at the ratio of I pan of sewage per 99 parts of seawa ter Of I%, which is a typical
concentration of sewage used for testing and which mad e the calculatio ns simp ler.
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fmmediatelyafter retrieval the sewage was mixed to eliminate any bacterial die-off before
sampling. It was then divided into four parts and stored. Because the purpose of this test was
to determine the effects ofstorage time , sunligh t and temperature upon wastewater samples
during nonnal sampling , the sam ples were stored in a car . TIlls would be nonnaI procedure
during transpo rt. Description of the samples are as follows:
Samp le A - The first sample was stored in trunk of a car, in a cooler packed with ice to
simulate the normal storage of a samp le prior to testing . It was stored cool and in the dark.
Temperature of the sample remained between 2" and 3"C during storage .
Samp le B • The second sampl e was wrapped in aluminum foil and stored in the sunlight, to
simulate a sample in the dark but kept warm . Temperature of the samp le remained between
18" and 22" C during storage.
Samp le C - The third sam ple was partially immersed in a clear glass container filled with
icc water, to simulate acool samp le stored in sunlight. The ice wasroutinely replaced to keep
the tem perature similar to that of a sample stored in a cooler. Temperature of the samp le
remained between 2" and 4"C during storage .
Samp le D - The fowth samp le was stored with no protection from sunlight or temperature.
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Tem perature of the sample remained between 18~ and 24°C during storage .
Tab le 4 .1 shows a breakdown ofexperime ntal conditions for the four samples .
Table 4.1 - Samp le Conditio ns
Sample Number Storage Temperature Exposed to Light
Sample A Coo l No
SampleB W""" No
SampleC Coo l y",
Sample D W""" Ye,
Fifteen ml of each samp le were abstrac ted every hour and investig ated for total coliform
counts by the membrane filtration method. Taking samples every halfhour would have been
mo re desirabl e but the analysis invo lves dilution of the samples, which is a time-consuming
process . One hour between each set of sampling was the smallest time required to perform
all the necessary analysis .
In the membrane filtration meth od a filter of minute pore size is used to retain bacteria from
a known volume of wastewater (usually 100 ml). This filter is then stored in a warm
environmen t for2 4 hours, allowin g bacteria colonies to grow.The colonies are then counted
and it is asswned that each colony represents one coliform. For example, if twelve colonies
were counted then the concentration woul d be recorded as twelve total coliforms per 100 mL
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Further details of this method are given in Appendix "A."
Testing was conducted twice , once on the May 17, 1994 and the second on May 18, 1994.
For each sample the membrane filtration test was repeated three times, giving a total of six
sets of data for each experimental condition, (ie A, B, C and D). The first three (Set 01, Set
02 and Set 03) refers to May 17 while the latter (Set 04, Set 05 and Set 06) refer to May 18.
4.2 RESULTS
Tables 4.2 to 4.5 give the resulting counts for each sample from the membrane filtration
method . Both Samples A and B have data for six one hour intervals and an additional value
measured after twenty-four hours. Because both samples were stored in the dark, the tests
could continue overnight. Howevertemperatures insample B wouldhavedtoppedovemight
and, as a result, its total coliform count at twenty-four hours might not be accurate. For
samples C and 0 the test was stopped at six hours, as there was no way to simulate natural
light for continued testing . The numbers in the table represent the actual count from the filter
media, not the count per 100 mL Because of the high concentration of coliforms in sewage,
the sam ples had to be further diluted at the laboratory. Thus, a count of fifty in the tables
would represent 5 x 107 coliforms in the raw sewage.
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Table 42 . Coliformcounts forsample A
ColiformCounts - Stored in Iceand inthe Dark- SampleA
Time Count (x: 1O~
Set 01 Set 02 Set 03 Set 04 Set 05 Set 06
0 50 47 47 75 48 60
1 47 44 40 80 45 58
2 45 40 37 74 42 55
3 45 36 35 69 39 51
4 37 35 33 65 l8 44
5 35 33 33 60 36 45
6 J3 33 31 56 37 43
24 28 34 30 53 36 40
Table 4 3 ColiformCountsfo r Sample B
ColiformCounts - Storedin Warm andin the Dark - Sample B
Time Count(x:10 -tI)
Set 01 Set 02: Set 03 Set 04 Set 05 Set 06
0 45 41 49 52 45 43
1 41 43 43 42 40 41
2 l8 32 40 26 3S 38
3 34 25 38 31 31 35
4 32 24 3S 27 31 33
5 28 25 30 27 3S 30
6 25 22 25 26 26 27
24 10 21 IS 27 25 16
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Table 4.4 - Coliform countsforsample C.
ColiformCounts - Storedin Cool andin Sunlight- Sample C
Time Count (x 10-6)
SetDI SetD2 SetD3 Set 04 Set 05 Set 06
0 4 1 43 51 39 44 41
1 23 30 41 21 27 32
2 15 21 33 26 21 25
3 10 17 19 10 II 15
4 6 20 10 s s 17
5 7 7 4 5 10 12
6 4 2 3 0 1 7
Table 4.5 - Coliformcountsfor sampleD.
ColiformCounts - StoredWarmandin Sunlight- Sample D
Time Count (x 10-6)
SetDI Set 02 Set 03 Set 04 Set05 Set 06
0 41 43 51 3. 41 43
1 2 1 28 31 20 35 45
2 10 15 24 18 29 29
3 • 12 18 12 15 18
4 5 6 15 5 12 s
5 3 3 10 3 4 5
6 1 2 5 3 1 3
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4.3 AN ALYSIS OF DATA
The co liform count data was analyzed for effects of sto rage time and the co mbined effects
of temperature and sunlight.. Forc omparisonall coliform counts wercnormalizedagainst the
initial val ues (time =O) using the formula c tleo, wh ere Co is the initial vaIue ofeach set and
Ct is the actual coliform coun t for each set at each tim e interval . This was expressed as
percent survi val . the proportion of total coli form s remai nin g after a time inte rval. For
example if the count at time zero had been 100 coli forms and the count after one hour had
been 2 5 collforms, the resulting ratio would hav e bee n 25/100 or 0.25. This wo uld indicate
that 25 percent of the co liforms bad surviv ed for one hour . The averag e for each sam ple is
shown in Tab le 4.6.
Table 4 .6 4 Average Percent Survival
SAM PLE
Time (Hours) A B C D
0 1.000 1.000 1.000 l. 000
1 0.984 0.907 0.666 0.630
2 0.923 0.744 0.542 0.449
3 0.864 0.685 0.322 0.302
4 0.80 1 0.644 0.268 0. 196
5 0.776 0.628 0.177 0.103
6 0.749 0.536 0.066 0.054
24 0.674 0.4 14
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Figures 4.2 to 4 .9 show the percent survival for each test condi tion for both linear and log
. scales, while figures 4.10and4.11 showacomparison ofthe foursamp les usingth e averaged
data from Table 4.6.
What is immedia tely app arent from figure 4.11 is the difference in survival rates. Both
samples stored in the dark (A and B) have higher survi val rates than samples stored in the
light (C and D). and therefore small er changes in concen tration due to storage before testing.
In addition the sam ples are grouped together in terms of whether they were exposed to
sunlight or kept in darkn ess . acco rding to temperature di fferences . This could suggest that
temperature differences in the samp les do not have an important effect.
4.3.1 EFFECTS OF STORAGE
As can be seen from Tab le 4.6. the percent survival for sam ples stored in tbe dark {A and B)
was much higher than samples stored in sunlight (C and D). In fact after six ho urs an
average of64 percent ofthe colifonns for samples A and B were still remaining, co mpared
to an average of 6 percen t for sampl es CandO. It should be noted from Figure 4.10 that
the rate of decay for each sample is constan t This is shown by the lincarityofthe graph, as
each sample has a relatively constant slope.
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COLIFORM CO UNT S - PERCENT SURVIVAL
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Figure 4.2 - Sam ple "A" Percent Survival (normal graph)
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COLIFORM COUNTS - PERCENT SURVIVAL
STORED ON ICE AND IN TIlE DARK
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Figure 4..3- Sample ..A" PercentSurviv al (log graph)
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COLIFORM COUNTS - PERCENT SURVIVAL
STORED WARM AND IN TIlE DARK
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Figure 4.4 - Sample "B" Percent Survival (normal graph)
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COLIFORM COUNTS - PERCENT SURVIVAL
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Figure 4.5 - Samp le "B" Percent Survival ( log graph)
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COLIFORM COUNTS - PERCENT SURVIVAL
STORED COOL AND IN SUNL IGHT
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Figure 4.6 - Samp le "C" Percent Survival (normal graph)
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Figure 4.7 - Sample "C" PercentSurvival (leg graph)
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COLIFORM COUNTS - PERCENT SURVIVAL
STORED WARM AND IN SUNLIGHT
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Figure 4.8 - Sample «0" Percent Survival (normal graph)
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COLIFORM COUNTS - PERCENT SURVIVAL
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Figure 4.9 . Sample "D" Percent Survival (log graph)
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CO LIFORM COUNTS - PERCENT SURVIVAL
TEST COMPARSIONS
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Figure 4.10 - Test Comparisons
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COLIFORM COUNTS - PERCENT SURVIVAL
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Figure 4.11 - Test Comparisons (log scale)
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4.3.2 EFFECTS OF TEMPERATURE AND SUNLIGHT
Logs were taken ofthe survival rates (CtlCo) and regression anal ys is was used to determin e
the equati on of the line each set, from this the T9Il was determined by taking the inverse slope
of each line. This is because as (outlin ed in Chapter two) the re lations hip betwee n T9Il and
CtiCois:
.£. '" 10 -r;
C.
By takin g the logs of both sides and solving for l rr9ll
log.E.
.L .. ----..££.
T.. t
2.39
The right-hand side of equation 4.1 is the slope of a graph of log percent survi val versus
time . Using this relatio nship T9(J valu es were obtained for all four test conditi ons. These
values are presented in Table 4.7.
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Tab le 4 .7 - T"" Ttmes
Samp le T",,- Hours
Set 01 Set 02 Set 0] S,,04 Set 05 SeI06
A (CcoI,D"") 31.746 36.364 47.847 40 .984 48.540 47 .619
B (Warm, Dark) 24.096 19.920 22.422 22 .026 31.949 30.488
C (Coo l. Sunlight) 6.290 5.320 4.484 2 .604 4.528 8.475
o (Warm. Sunlight) 4.082 4.425 6.623 5 .076 4.082 4 .717
In order to determine the effects of sunli ght and wate r te mperature on the T!l(J tim es of the
stored sam ples , a two way analysis of variance (ANOV A ) test was conduc ted . An ANOVA
test compares the means of several groups to determine if the diffe rences in means are
statisti cally signifi cant. In the ANOVA test a null hypothesi s (Ho) is tested agai nst its
alterna tive (Ha) at a level of signifi cance indicated by a P value. In this case Ho, Ha and the
leve l of si gnificance would be:
Ho w The sam ple means are the same
Ha = The sample means are different
Level of significaoce - 0.95
The P val ue, which is the smallest leveLof significance at which Ho could be rejected, would
determine ifHo is accepted or rejected. For a 9S percent signi ficance, if the value of P from
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the test exceed s 0.05 then the test is said to pass. and Ho is not rejected, otherwise Ha is
considered to be true.
Basically the answers to three questions were sought:
I) Does sunlight have a significant effect on the T9(J time ofthe sample s.
2) Does water temperature have a significant effect on the T9(J times of tbe samples.
3) Do the effects of water temperature and sunlight interact. Inother words, is the difference
between the Tw times for the samples stored at different temperatures the same for all
sunligh t conditions.
The data from Table 4.7 was entered as shown in Table 4.8 into astatistica1 software package
for analysi s. The results ofthis analysi s can be seen in Table 4.9. A complete output ofthe
. results is given in Appendix "B".
Table 4.8 - ANOVA Data
Dark
7S
Tab le 4.9 - ANOV A Results
Sour ce ofVariation % of To tal PValue Significan t
Varia tion
Temperature 7.43 0 .0002 y"
Sunli ght 79.56 Less than 0.0001 y"
Interaction 6.68 Less than 0.0001 Yes
From these results it can be seen that both sunlight and water temperature have a significant
effect on the T90 time of the samples as the P value is less than 0.05 in all cases. Inaddition
interaction is also significant.
The relative strength of the percent variance for each facto r (Temperature at 7.43% and
Sunlight at 79.56%) would suggest that while temperature is significant its actual effects are
very small com pared to the effect ofsunlight . As a further proofof this. the mean T90 times
for the sam ples stored in dark and light were also comp ared using a T test. The T test is
similar ro the AN QVA test, but can only compare two groups. The level of significance and
the hypothesis remain the same. The results of which can be seen in Table 4.10
The test here is to see if the means are identical. For example if the mean T90 tim e for
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samples stored warm and in sunlight and the mean for samples stored. cool and in sunlight
are the samp le it can be assumed that this data belongs to the same group and that water
temperature did not have an important effect.
Table 4.10 - T'IO Mean Com parison
Samp les Difference in tValue PValue Significant
Means
Dm 17.03 6.674 Less than 0.001 y.,
Light 0 .04493 0 .1761 Greater than 0.05 No
For the samples stored in the dark the difference was found to be significant.. Inother words ,
the co nditions of the test (one set stored.warm and one stored cool) did have an effect.. Thi s
would indicate that water temperature was significant.
For the samp les stored in the sunlight the difference in means was not significant . Water
temperature did not have any noticeable effect . Whether the samples were stored warm or
cool did not change the resulting mean T9(I time .
This effect can also be seen in Figure 4.12. Here it the differences in the T9(I times can be
clear ly seen. The sam ples stored. in the dark did differ noticeably whi le the samples stored
in light did not..
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T90 Test Results
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Figure 4.12 - T90 time vs Light Conditions
~A DISCUSSION
The effect of temperatureon storageof coliform samples does have some significance, as a
difference was noted in T90 times for both samples stored in the dark (A and B). However.
when the effect of sunlight is added, temperatureeffectscannot beseenas in the comparison
of samples C and D. It seems that the effect of sunlight is so much greater than that of
temperature, that the effect of temperature is not noticeable in daylight conditions.
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As for the effects ofstorage time ,~Ies stored on ice and in the dark (Sample A) hadthe
best survival rate of all samp les tested. In six bours o f storag e. an average of 75 percent of
colifonns survived, as compared to 54, 6.6 and 5.4 percent for samples B. CandO
respectively. However overni ght storage would still lead to a 33 percent reducti on in
co liform counts under conditions of sampl e A. (ie. sto red in the dad: and kept on ice ). The
best recommendation for samp le storag e is to store the sample on ice and keep it in tbe dark.
Even so, analysis should still be done as soon as possible. as bacterial decay will still occur
under these conditions. The concentrations of colifonns in all the samples did experience
a 25 perce nt reductio n ove r a six-hour period .
Since the purpose of this pre-study was to determine the effect of bacterial decay on the
results of Ttl) testing, it can be seen from Figure 4.10 that the slopes of the graphs are
essenti ally linear . The Tto time is derived from the slope o f these graphs, so a ccestant slope
would indicate a co nstan t T... In other words , the deca y of bacteria dwing transport and
sto rage from the sampling site to the laborarory would DOtaffect the results. No adjustment
in the Tto values would be needed. Iftbe graphs had DOt been linear , such as a large ini tial
drop followed by a gradual die-off, then an adjustment o f the Tto counts for each sampl e
would have to be preformed.
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5.0 BACTERIAL DECAY IN COLD OCEAN WATERS
5.1 INTRODUCTION
As discussed earli er, the primary purpose of this study was to determine the T90 time for
sewage decay in Newfoundland waters and to learn if cold water temperatures around
Newfoundland would affectthe rateo fbaet erial inactivation.. This was studied by measuring
the rate of decay ofcoliform bacteria in ocean water .
5.2 METHODOLOGY
Samples of raw sewage were obtained from a trunk sewer in Mount Pearl . the same site used
in the sample storage tests, as outlined in Chapter 4. To ensure a good sample. the sewage
was obtained in the early morning before the test started. (around 7:30 A.M .). The sewage
was then brought to the test site, which was the wharf in St. Phillips, and was mixed wi th
ocean water at the dilu tion ratio of 1 part sewage per 99 parts ocean water. This was the
same dilution ratio used in the bacteria storage testing from Chapter 4 .
Immediatel y after mixin g the container was lowered into the ocean. and a sampl e was taken..
Thi s initial sample would be the start of the testing .
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5.2.1 SE WAGE MIXTURE CO NTAINER
To sim ulate ocean conditions., a larg e floatin g box was used to hold the sewage sample in
lhe ocean. The dimensions of the box were 100 em.high by 50 em wide and 50 em deep.
The typ ical procedure during sam pling was to half fill the box with the sewage mixture.
givin g a sam ple size of50 x SOx 50 em, or 125 liters . With the box only halffull it floated
quite we Uand enough oftbe box remained out ofthe ocean to sto p waves from entering and
thus diluting the samp le. The box itself was constructed of clear lexan which allowed
sunlight to passthrough. Sec Figure 5. 1
100 em
""""
Figure 5.1 • Sample Container
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5.2.2 SAMPLING PROCEDURE
1bree 300 m.l sam ples of the sewage mixture were tak en every haIf hour , at different
positions in the box (ie . the middle, bottom and side). Thesesam ples were then labeled.
placed on ice and stored in a portable cooler to keep them in the dark. The temperature of
the water was also taken at this time and recorded .
The sewag e mixture in the box was also stirred every fifteen minutes to sim ulate ocean
conditions and to ensure that the sewage wasevenly mixe d and had been exposed to sunl ight.
A total of 17 tests were completed using this procedure . nine in the summer mon ths of 1993
and eight in the following winter months of 199 4. The dates oftbe test are shown in Table
S.L
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Table 5.1 • Test Dates
T es t N um bcr Date
I July 18, 1993
2 July 21, 1993
3 August 8, 1993
• August 17, 1993
5 August 25, 1993
s Sep tembe r 7, 1993
7 September 13, 1993
8 September 19, 1993
9 September 22.1993
10 January 12, 1994
II January 25, 1994
12 February I, 1994
13 February 13, 1994
I ' February 23, 1994
15 March 6, 1994
I. March 16, 1994
17 March 23. 1994
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5.2.3 TESTING PRO CEDURE
After the last sample for the day had been taken at 3:00 P.M., the container was recov ered
from the ocean and flushed with ocean water. The samples were then brought to the Pub lic
Health Lab in St. John 's for total coliform analysis by the Membrane Filtratio n Method .
Each sampling time had three samp les, so they were combined to ensure a representative
sample, [ie. the thee sample bottles were poured into one container and mixed). Inaddition,
each of these combined samples was analysed twice, and the results averaged . The full set
ofdata sheets for the Membrane Filtration Method can be found in Appendix "C"
Tab le 5.2 give s the results of the Membran e Filtration Method., where count is the actual
number of bacteria colonies found in each sample. It is an assumption of the Membrane
Filtrati on Method that each co lony originated from one bacterium, so ten colonie s would
represent 10 coliforms in the test sample.
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Table 5.2 . BacteriaCountsforeachtest.
ColonyCounl for eacb Test Number
Time #1 #1 #3 #4 #5 H6 #7 #8 119 #10 #11 #lZ #13 #14 #15 #16 #17
9,00 47 51 39 53 48 51 41 44 53 61 50 52 61 57 56 54 41
9:30 14 54 39 31 36 59 31 41 47 53 41 55 41 45 40 45 30
10:00 23 43 46 25 27 41 24 37 41 45 40 40 40 46 41 37 25
10:30 18 54 53 29 24 35 22 22 51 47 37 35 35 29 32 35 32
11:00 1834 26 18 30 37 17 20 51 32 26 30 34 21 30 28 24
11:30 15 36 13 12 16 20 II 19 42 29 30 32 36 25 28 29 19
lZ:OO 10 33 II 21 9 18 II 21 47 25 27 25 28 25 22 27 18
12:30 6 20 9 7 10 15 8 17 31 25 28 23 20 21 28 25 18
1:00 4 21 5 4 7 12 5 8 23 20 25 22 26 17 18 18 15
1:30 2 10 4 3 4 7 4 6 14 19 17 20 24 15 16 13 13
1:00 2 7 3 2 4 4 7 4 16 17 15 12 20 12 12 10 14
1:30 1 4 2 0 3 5 3 6 10 12 12 6 II 12 7 9 9
3:00 2 1 0 2 0 2 4 3 6 8 5 5 10 7 3 6 5
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5.3 DETERMINATION OF T .. TIME
For comparison,. all coliform counts were normalized against the initial values (time " 0)
using the formula CtfCo. where Co is the initial value of each set an d Ct is the actual
colifo rm count at any given time . This was expressedas percen t survival - the proportion
of to tal co lifc rms remainin g after a time interval For exam ple ifthc count at tim e t .. 0 bad
been 100 coliforms and the co unt at tim e = 1 hour had bee n 25 co liforms , the resul tin g ratio
would have been 25ft 00 or 0.25. This would show that 25 percent of the col iform s bad
survi ved for one hour.
Logs were takenof the survival rates (CtlCo) and a regression analysis was used to de termine
the equation o f the line for each lest. From this the Tto time was determined by taking the
inVC5C slope ofeach line . Thisprocedure was described in Chapter 4. Tab le 5.3 lists the Tto
values for each test.
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Table 5.3 - T90 Values
est Number Dale Time (b oun
1 Julv 18,1 993 3.92
2 Jul v 2 1,1 993 4.18
3 AullUSt8,1 993 3.74
• AU2USt17, 1993 •
S Aum.LV 25, 1993 4.42
6 Seo tember7, 1993 4.37
7 Semember 13, 1993 5.46
8 See tember 19, 1993 5.23
9 Septem ber 22, 1993 6. 85
10 Januarv 12, 1994 8.19
\I Januarv 25, 1994 6.6
12 Februarv 1, 1994 6.'
13 Februarv 13, 1994 9.7
I' February 23, 1994 7.6
IS Marc h 6, 1994 S.2
16 March 16, 1994 6.7
17 Marc h 23 1994 6.3
5.3.1 AVERAGE T.. VALUES
The average T90 values for the summ er (July to September) were com puted to be
approximate ly four hours, while the winter values (September to March) were higher, at six
andone halfhours .
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5.4 ANALYSIS OF RESULTS
First the relationship between bacterial decay, water temperature and UV data was needed .
It is assum ed that there is a strong re lationship between the bacteri al decay and the amo unt
of ultra viol et radiati on, as current literature suggests. but the relationshi p between the rate
of bacte rial deca y and the water tem pera ture was unclear , and thus became the majo r purpo se
of this study,
5.4.1 EFFECT OF WATER TEMPERATURE
Besides the determination of the T9(I time, the effect of tile water temperature on the rate of
col iform decay was also studied. The assumption was that the co lder water tem pera ture s
found around Newfo undland., would ca use a reduction in the decay. A plot of water
temperature vs. T'J(I times as shown in Figure 5.2 seemed to confirm this . As the water
temperature increased, the T90 time dropped.
While it ap pears a trend between the water temperature and the T9(I time, suggesting that
bacteria decay is affected by wate r temperature, this was not found. The shape of the graph
is due to the fact that the colder water temperatures were enco un tered in the wint er months,
in which the strength of the UV radiation is lower than the summ er months . Figure 5.]
clearly shows this effect, with less UV radia tion, the bacteria decay rate was decrease d and
the T90 time increased . This effect is discus sed in the next sectio n.
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Figure 5.3 - UV Index vs Water Temperature
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5.4.2 REGRESSION ANALYSIS
To figure out the relationship, valuesof the average watertemperature, T'I(I time and theUV
index:were combined in a regression analysis. The data forthe UV index: was obtainedfrom
Environment Canada.. Minitab, a popularstatica1analysis programwas used to perform the
regression analysis.
Table 5.4 - Regression Values
Ave~"~ Water Tem erature T Time boun UV IDdex
9.2 3.92 6
9.3 4.18 ' .9
9.3 3.74 ,.
'.6 . s
s., 4 .42 ..,
' .7 437 3.'
' .7 S.46 3.4
82 '27 3
7.' US 29
0.6 8.19 0.6O. 6.6 06
1.1 6.' 0.6
0.' 97 0.7
\. . 7.6 09
D ' 2 D
\.9 6.7 \.7
.2 6.' 2
Originally a simple linearregressionmodel was w ed to figureout therelationship between
average watertemperature, T'I(I time and the UV index:.
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The results from the regression calculation were :
T90 - 7.86 - 0.014 Avg Temp - 0.693 UV index
Ta ble 5.5 - Linear Regression Res ults
5.1
P redictor Co effic ient Sta nda rd t-ratio p value
Deviation
Coostaot 7.8568 0.4267 18.41 0.000
AvgTemp -0 .0141 0 .1680 -0.08 0.934
UV Index -0.6927 0.3287 -2.11 0 .054
1= 0.983 2 R-sQ:% 70.4Y_ R-sa (ad j) = 66 .2-/e
This table contains the estimate for each of the regression coe fficients (Average wate r
temperature, UV Index ), their standard devia tions and the t ratios and p values fat testing the
hypoth esis that a coeffic ien t is zero . In othe r words, a high p value woul d imply that a
coefficient does not affect the regression equation. The p value for average water
temperature was extremely high. thus suggesting that water temperature may not affect the
T90 time . In addition. the R-sq term represents the accuracy or fit of the model. In this ease
66 ..2% oftbc T90 values can be ex plained by equation S.l.
Since . linear regress ion model was used in this analysis, determining the appropriateness
of a linear mod el is importanl In order for linear model to be correct, several assumptions
have to be proved :
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I) The error term has a normal distribution. In other words, the difference between the actual
data and the model has a normal distrib ution .
2) The error term has a constant variance . The difference between the actual data and the
mode l will be randomly scattered and not follow any pattern.
3) The error term has to be independent. The errors associated with the mode l should not be
affected by other variab les.
Linear Regression
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To deteImine thi s. several graphs were constructed,. and can be seen in Figure 5.4.
The Normal plot of Residuals gives an indication if the erro r term is normaL [fthe erro r is
nonnal the plot will resemble a straight line. The I Chan of Residuals indicates the
independence oftbe residuals by plotting the:residuals against the observation number . Ifthe
error term is not independent then some pattern may be seen.
The Histogram of Residuals indicates if the error term follows a normal distri bution, the
graph should follow a Gauss ian distribution.
Of particular interest, is the graph of Residual vs. Fits , as shown in the lower right comer
of the figure. In a regression analysis, the object is to find the equa tion ofa line that best fits
all the data. The plot of residual vs. fits, graphs the residuals, which are the differences
between the regress ion line and the actual data. versus the actual fined line or mode l. For a
linear mode l, the plot should sho w a constant variance o r spread of da ta. Here, it is noted that
the graph tends to Oareout toward the right-band side. In addition, from the I Chart of
Residuals. it can be seen that the magnitude of the error increases with the observatio n
number. The variance increases as the fitted values increases, suggesting that a
transformation ofthe Y values (Tto> should be conducted to counteract this variance. This
was conducted by invertin g the T\110 values and again performing the regression analysis .
The new regression equation is:
1NVT90 =0.119 . 0.00265 Avg Temp + 0.0282 UV Index
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5.2
Table 5.6 - Regression Results - Irr90
Predictor Coefficient Siandard Devia lion t-rarte p va lue
Constant 0.119148 0.009859 12.09 0.00 0
AvgTemp -0.002647 0.003882 -0.68 0.506
UV Index 0.028 167 0.007594 3.71 0.002
s= O.02272 R-sq =82.6 % R-sq(ad j) = 80.1%
The accuracy of the model has increased from 66.2 % to 80.1%. suggesting that the
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Figure 5.4 • Linear Regress ion WIth Iff9D 94
ttansformation was effective . Similar graphs of the residuals were also created for this
analysis andcan be found in Figure S.5. It can be seen that the spread of the residual versus
fitted values is much more consistent here .
The p value for the Average Temperature is still quite high. suggesting that the average
temperature term bas no value in the equation. To confirm this.a regression analys is was
done again.but with onlyTto and the UV index .
The regressio n equation without the water temperature term is:
INVr90 -0.119 + 0.0234 UV Index
Table 5.7 - Regression results - IfTto withou t Water Temperature
53
Predictor Coefficient Sta ndard t-nao pvalue
DeviatiOD
Ccestear 0.118996 0.009679 12.29 0.000
UVlndex 0.023375 0.002825 • .27 0.000
s - 0.0213 1 R-sq=82.0% R.....{. d j) - 80.8 -1.
The accuracy of the mode l basincreased slightly without the average water temperature
coefficie nt. The water temperature had no significant effect upon the rate ofbactcrial decay.
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Figure 5.6 - Linear Regress ion WIth tff9Q and no Water Temperature
In essence the regression equation for determining the amount of bacteria remaining could
be written without the factor for wat er temperature, without any loss in fit to the mod el.
Again as a check of the accuracy of the regression mod el, resid ual charts were constru cted,
and can be found in Figure 5.6.
5.5 DISCUSSION
The T90 time for bacterial decay in Newfoundland waters was determined to be
approximately four hours in the summer months, whi le the winter values were higher, at
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seven hours. Tbese values agreewith current literature , as discussed in Cbapter 3.
Water tempera1UreS were not found to have any significant effect upo n the rate ofbacterial
deca y, which agrees wi th the results from the effec ts of storage testin g presen ted in Chapter
4. The effec t of IN radiation may be so stro ng that it overrides any oth er mec hanism acting
on the bacteria. As these tests were conducted in daylight condi tions, the effec t of water
tempera ture would not be no ticeab le.
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6.0 DISP ERSION
6.1 INTRODUcnON
As ex plained earlier, the primaIy purpose of this study was to determine the rate of bacterial
inacti vation in the cold Newfo undland waters . During the bacterial sampling. a local
en gineerin g com pany, Ne wfoundl and Design Associates, had begun dispersion studie s in
Bonavista, Newfo undlan d for the purpose of construction of a new sewage outfall. It was
thought the inclusion of thi s data wo uld help define the rete o f disp ers ion.
Since Bonavista harbour is in .a fair ly open sea environment it was tho ught that the rate of
dispersion wo uld be d ose to the rate experienced in open seas. As a comparison. a second
study was performed in Carbonearharbour, which is a more sheltered and enclosed bay. The
pwpose of this section is there fore to eval uate the differences between the dispersion rates
foUDd.in each barbo ur, by ascertaining the diffusion coeffic ient (K).
K represents the rate of growth or spread of a sewage plume in the ocean and is related to the
size ofthe plume by the followin g equa tion:
K - aL· (Ri chardson.1926)
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3.3
Where L is the length scal e of the plume , and exand n are constants relatin g the rate of
growth of the plume. More detail on these coefficients is provided in Chapter 3.
6.2 METHODOLOGY
The process ofdetermining the diffus ion constant (K), as explained in section 3.2, was first
proposed by Richardson (1926) and then refined by Stommel (1949). The principle is that
a group offloats are placed in the water and their positions are tracked over a period of time.
By measuring how fast the floats move apart, the rate of dispersion can be calculated .
Stomm el's approach was to release the floa ts in pairs at an initial separation Lothen to
measure the separation L 1 after an elapsed time T. If the initial and final sep arations of the
ith float pair are represented by Loand L j , respective ly. Then the scale ofthe process for the
ith pair can be written as:
3.6
For a group ofN floats the scale would be
3.7
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Stomme l (1949) bas sho wn that the dispersion coeffici ent (K) of length scale (L) is given
by:
Where:
Lr= the distanc e between two drogues at the end of a time period .
L, = the distance between two drogues at the beginning of a time perio d.
N = the num ber of drogue pairs
T = the time peri od (Seconds)
3.8
It should be noted here that this procedure is used for the detennination oflateral dispersion ,
or growth perpendicular to the ocean current movement , and has been used as a standard
method of determining ocean dispersion.
6.3 DROGUE STUDIES
For the purposes of this study three float tests were conducted. The first in Bonavi sta
harbour while the second and third in Carbo near harbo ur . The first of the Carbonear studies
was perform ed in an open environment outside of the bay, while the secon d was performed
inside the sheltered bay. The comp lete original meas urements and survey notes for these
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studies can be found in Appendix "0"
Basically, the procedure of these studies was to place four drogues into the water offsho re.
In these cases a boat was used for this purpose. The positions of the drogues were then
tracked until retrieval was necessary as they had drifted far away from the starting poin t.
The complete breakdown of the tests was as follows :
Bonavistia Study - Thee sets of float studies carried out. ranging from one half hour to 2
hours before the floats were retrieved. High winds and hea vy seas were encountered during
testing.
Carboncar Study #1 (Outside Harbour) - Two sets offloat studi es carried out. with the floats
remaining in the water for a period of 3 hours before retrieval. High winds and heavy seas
were encountered during testing, but the positions of the observ ers allowed the drogues to
drift far offs hore.
Carbonear Study #2 (Ins ide Harbour) - Two sets of float studi es carried out. with the floats
remaining in the water for a period of3 hours before retrieval. Relative ly calm seas and low
winds were encountered during testing.
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lbc: drogues used are shown in Figure 6.1 . The drogues consisted of two I meter by I meter
aluminum sheets bent at right angles and welded together at tbese bends, A Styrofoam buoy
was used to keep the drogues at a constant depth of 1.5 meters below the water surface and
bad a flaganached to aid in tr1JC1cing oftbe drogue movements.
Figure 6.1 - Ocean Drogue
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6.4 PROCEDURE
Four drogues were released from a boat offshore and the time recorded . The positions of
each float was then de termined at five or ten minute intervals. by the use of two transits. as
shown in figure 6.2. Knowin g the distanc e between the two transits (L ) and the angles to
each drogue . the pos ition of the drogue can be calculated from simpLegeometry .
TransitB
Drogue
r:
L
Transit A
Figure 6.2 - Transit setup
6.4.1 DETERMINATION OF K
All calc ulations were pe rform ed OD.a spread sheet . and for clarity because of the larg e number
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of calculati ons involved and the co mplexity of the spreads heet, a step by step example is
give n. The data for the Bonavista study is shown belo w, with the transit measure ments for
two time periods, 9;30 AM and 9; 45 AM .
Step 1 - Co nvert transi t "A"readings of degrees, min utes and seconds to degree s, and
calc ulate the sine of the angle.
Table 6.1 - Trans it "A" readings
TIME DEGREES MINUTES SECONDS CONVERTED RADIANS SIN A
9;30 AM
9;45 AM
76.00
85.00
17.00
53 .00
40.00
20.00
76.29
85.89
1.33 0.9
1.50 1.
Step 2 • Conve rt trans it "B" readin gs of degrees , minutes and seconds to degrees, and
calc ulate the sine of the angl e.
Tab le 6.2 - Trans it "B" readings
TIME DEG REES MINUTES SECONDS CONVERTED RADIANS SIN B
9;30 AM
9:45AM
48.00
34.00
40.00
28.00
0.00
0.00
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48.67
34.47
0.85 0 .75
0.60 0.57
Step 3 - Calculat e the remaining angle "C' of the trian gle and use the sine laws to determine
the distance from transi t KA" to the drogue. (See Figwe 6.3)
D rogue
T ra asi tA
Figure 6.3- Distance to Dro gue
Table 6.3 - Drogue distance from transit "A"
T ra nsit B
TIME ""... c Sine u a gt b AN'GLE
L
Ra dian s D~
9:30 AM 0.96 0 .81 17408 .18 UJ 76.2
9:45AM 1.04 0.86 12460 .93 1.50 85.8
l OS
Step 4 -Convert the posi tion of the drogue into X and Y coordinates with transit "A" at the
origin.
Ta ble 6.4 - Drogue Coordinates
T ime An le A
9:30 AM 76.29
9:45 AM 85.89
x y
4124.56 16912.50
893.34 12428.86
Once the positions of the drogues bad been converted into rectangular coordinates, the
starting position ofeach drogue was subtracted from each subsequent position. Thi s caused
the starting distances between each drogue to be zero and allowed an estimation of the
direction of travel for each drogue to be calculated. This proc edure is explained below.
For each set of drogues [i.e. 1, 2, 3 and 4) the direction of travel was calculated for each
drogue and the results of the four averaged . For example , ifdrogue #1 moved away at an
angl e of 50°, drogue #2 at an angle of 48 °, drogue #3 at an angle of 52 ° and drogue #4 at an
angle of 54°, the average direction of travel would be 51 °. This angle would be used to
calcul ate the rate of growth of distance between the drogues . It wasassumed that the average
direction of movement (in this examp le 51°) was caused by the ocean current and that any
movement perpendicular to this , would be caused by dispers ion. See Figure 6.4.
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Drogue #1
Avuage Dirtttioa
of Travel
Drogue #3
.,,:....----------. Drogue#4
Figure 6.4 - Drogue Dispersion
This step was necessary , as in each test (ie four drogues) there could have been o nly one
. avera ge direction of travel due to the ocean current. If each pair had been cons idered
separately, six differen t values of curren t directio n would have been obtained.
Since the purpose of this study was to determine the rate of dispersi on. only growth
perpe ndicular to the ocean current was used,as outlined in Stommel 's method. For each
drogue pair , their separa tion distance perpendicular to the direc tion of travel was cal cula ted
and this was used to determine both the dispe rsion coefficien t (K) and the length scal e (L )
by using Stommel 's equations, as exp lained earlier as equation 3.7 and 3.8 respectively.
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In order to calculate the perpendicular direction that each drogue traveled, it wasnecessary
to adjust the axis by a method known as coordinate transformation. Simp ly stated, the XY
axis was rotated about the orgion by an amount equal to the average current direction. This
caused any drogue movement in the X direction to be along the average current and any
movement in the Y direction to be perpendicular to it. This is shown in Figure 6.5
For example, in Figure 6.6 , point A bascoordinates Xa and Ya. lithe axis is rotated by B
degrees, the new coordinates of A will be;
X'a = Xa cosO - YasinO
Y"a = YasinO + YacosO
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6.1
6.2
Xa
!+-- -- A
Ya
Figure 6.6 - Coordinate Transformation
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xBefore Rotation
Figure 6.5 - Axis Rotation
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For each drogue test the coordinate s were transformed this way, leavin g a new set of X and
Y coordinates for eaehdrogue. This is shown in Tab le 6.5. The data used for these examples
was taken from the Carbonear #1 test .
Table 6 .5 - X and Y Positions of Drogues (em)
Drog ue 1 Drogue 2 Drogue 3 Dr ogue 4
xyxyx
Time
11:20 AM -783.35 8518 .64 -1046 .31 9792.90
11:35 AM -194.86 12655.58 -469 .34 14253.12
11:50 AM -857.93 15726.28 1006.23 l6891.16
12:05 PM 1664.00 18017.68 1189.99 15307.48 -
12:20 PM -572.28 1316.06 -862.67 17188.09
12:35 PM -704.07 8073.66 -547.43 19354.95
12:50 PM 105.85 28 .67 6 .17 2447.40
10.35 AM 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 .00
10:50 AM 144.19 1657.87 -l3 l.S5 1600.18
11:05 AM -2.64 4233.95 -179 .41 4592.8 5
Using only the Y distance s, the distances between each drogue pair was calculated for each
time period. Thi s is simply the difference in Y coordinates of each drogu e. See Table 6.6.
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Table 6.6 - Distances Between Drogue s (cm)
1-3
0.00
486.75
12.33
86.53
258.2 2
1-4 2-3 24
0.00 0.00 0.00
529 .86 762.49 254. 12
158.94 164.44 335.70
207 .75 176.43 470.7l
18.59 532.70 255.90
190 .92 2224.98 2055.08
191.03 1083.10 665.05
543.2 3 11l 4.7l 252.8 5
73.61 859.80 83.03
249 .05 1480.18 796.37
2-4
0.00
1016.61
171.26
294.28
276.80
169.90
418.06
861.8 7
776.7
683.81
Following Stommet's method asoutlined earlier , (L l • l.J)2 and CLo + L,)/2 were calculated
in order to determine K and. L. For each case Lo was taken as the start oftesting . This was
done to avoid any negative values for separation growth.,as in several cases the drogues
moved closer together .
Table 6.7 - Rate of Separation Growth
(L, -LJ
14 -31-3
76031.50
31245.90
69149.18
75340 .79
3475099 .83
224691.02
84323 .92 1
24537.81
299558 .00
1-2
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Table 6.8 - Average Distance Between Drogues
Values ofK and L were then calculated using equations 3.7 and 3.8 . A complete set ofall
the K and L values can be found in Appendix "E"
Table 6.9 - K and L
Time L K
10.35 AM 277 .131 210.479
10:50 AM 84.953 10.450
11:05 AM 124.888 14.169
11:20 AM 134.n4 13.154
11:35 AM 572. 237.860
11:50 AM 286. 37.382
12:05 PM 372.34< 58.242
12:20 PM 2 1.688
12:35 PM 390.,"' 46.549
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6.5 ANALYSIS OF DATA
Wi th values ofK and L for each test, a regression analysis was performed to determine the
relationship and the values oftbc constants Dand e . The statistical software pac kage Minitab
was again used in this anal ysis. Since Mini tab only performs linear regressio n and the
relationshi p between K and L has bee n desc ribed as a nonlinear (K-a.L"), a transformation
of this relationship was pe rformed . Logs we re tak en of both s ides of the equa tion and the
followin g linear equation was derived :
w gK = Loga + nLogL 6.3
This is in the form of a linear equation(y '" mx +b) wi th 0 as the slope and log exas the y-
intercept. A regression analysis was performed on each data set and a full outpw of the
statistical analysis can be found in Appendix " F". Tab le 6.10 gives a summary of the
regression anal ysis. Figures 6.7 - 6.9 illustrate the regression equation versus the actual data.
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Dispersion (K) vs Length Scale (L)
Bonavistia Study
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Figure 6.7 - Bonavistia Study Regressi on Fit
u s
Dispersion (K) vs Length Scale (L)
Carbonear Study #1 (Outs ide Harbour )
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Figure 6.8 - Carbonear Study #1 Regression Fit
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Dispersion (K) vs Length Scale (L)
Carbonear Stud y #2 (Inside Harbour)
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Figu re 6.9 - Carbonear Study #2 Regression Fit
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Table 6.10 - Dispersion Study Results
Loca tion Alpba a Eq uation
Carbo near#1 (Outs ide 0.002 L82 K = 0.OO2LU J
Harber)
Carbonear #2 (lnside 0.011 1.474 K = O.OI I L'-474
Harbor)
Bonavistia O.oI8 L624 K = 0.018L1.6J4
These grap hs generally show a good fit of the model to the data. However in Figure 6.9
(Carbo neac study #2) it can be seen that three points are far above the regressio n line. and
influence the analysis greatly. These points are far away from the remainder of the data and
thus influence the shapeofth e graph. A plot of the Residuals versus Fits. as shown in Figure
6.10, also reveals these three points are being separate from the rest ofthe data. Inordcrto
accurat ely predict the relationship betwee n K and L it was decided to remove these three
points andom theregression anal ysis again. The new plot of the predicted model versus the
actual data is given in Figure 6.l l . Here it can be clearly seen that a better fit has been
obtained. The new relationship betw een K and L for the Carbonear #2 study is given in
Table 6 .11 along with the results from the other tests for comparison.
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Carbonear Study #2 (Inside Harbour)
R esidual vs. Fits
•
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Figure 6.10 - CarbonearStudy#2 R egression Residual versus Fits
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Dispersion (Kl vs Length Scale (L)
Carbonear Study #2 (Inside Harbour)
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Figure 6.11 - Carbonear Study #2 Regression Fit after Modification
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Ta ble 6. 11 - Dispersion Study Results after Modification
Loc atio n Alpha n E qua tion
Carbonear#1 (Outside 0.003 1.82 K - 0.003 un
Harbor)
Cerbcnear #2 (Ins ide 0.01 1 1.18 K =O .OIl LLII
Harbor)
Bonavistia O.Ql8 1.624 K=0.OI8L I.~4
As a fina1 check of the regression analysis, Residual vs Fit graphs were created for all three
studies. andean be seen in Figur es 6. 12. 6.1 3 and6.14 . These graphs generally showa good
scatter of the residuals and th us verify the regressio n analys is.
6.6 ANCOVA ANALYSIS
As a confirmation test of the data, an Analy sis of Covarianc e (ANCOVA) test was
performe d. AnANCOVA test is simply a com bination ofan ANOV A test andaregression
analysis. (Lye. 1998) Th e purpose is to determine if two or more sets of data are actual ly
from the same group. In this te st a regression analysis was performed on the data and the
slo pe and y-intercepts are com pared. If two regression lines have the same slope and y.
intercept, then they are actually the same line and could be mode led using one equation .
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Bonavistia Stu dy
Residuals V5. Fits
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Figure 6. 12 - Bonavistia Regressio n Resi dual versus Fits
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Carbonear Study #1 (Outside Harbour)
Residual vs. Fits
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Figu re 6.13 - Carbonear Study # 1 Regression Res idual versus Fits
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Figure 6.14 - Carbonear Study #2 Regression Residual versus Fits after Modification
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For this analysis. it was important to determine if the inside and outside harbour data was
actually from the same set. In other words.was the rete of dispers ion for ins ide and outsi de
the harbour actually thesame
The model test ed was :
LogK = Loga + P lLo gL + P2Z + P3ZLogL 6.4
Thi s is the same linear regrcssion equation used for the previous regres sion, with the addition
of a dummy varia ble (Z). This wasusedto indicate if the test was performed insid e the
barbour or outsi de in the opcnoccan. A value ofZ *'0 wasgiven for inshore testin g and a
value of Z = I for open ocean.
An ANCOVA test compares the slopes and Y.Intert:cpts of several graphs to determine if
the regressio n equations are the same . In the ANC OVA test a null hypothesis (Ho ) is tested
against its alternative (Ha) at a level of significance. In this case Ho, Ha and the level of
signifi cance would be:
Ho: 1)1 = P,"'O
He.; P2and lor P, ..0
Level of significance - 0.05
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For the com pariso n a nested F statistic is computed :
F = (SSEs - SSEc ) I (dis - dlcJ
(MSEc )
...
Where S refers to the simpler model (no dummy Z tenns) and C refe:rs to the more com plex
model as given in equatio n 6.4 .
This F value is compared to a standard F value for statisti cal tests amd Ho is rejected if F is
the greater of the two.
Two regression analysis we re performed, one with the dummy Z variable and one without
The results oflhcsc tests, along with a complete set of da ta, can be seen in Appendix '"G"
From this analys is the F statistic was calculatcdto be 1.108, the criti cal value ofF, obtained
from a standard textbook:was found to be approximately 33 . Thus E o is accepted and III
What this means is that one equation can be writt en for all the Carbocear da ta and that there
is no sta tistical significance to indicate adifference in values obtained inshore or in the open
ocean. The new regrcssio n equation is given in Table 6.12.
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Table 6.12 - Dispersio n Study Results after ANCOVA
Figures 6. 15 shows the fit ofthis model to the data.
6.7 DISCUSSI ON
Following the ANCOVA analysis of the Carbonear data, it appears that no statistical
difference was found in dispersion rates from tests both inside enclosed bays or in the open
ocean. The value for this combined dispersion rate was found to be 1.83. The value of
dispersion for Bonavistia was calculated to be 1.612. While these rates of dispersion may
be greate r than appears incurrent literature . this may be a function of both the sea conditions
and the testing procedure.
The drogues may have been moved about by the sea and the surface float could have been
affected by the high winds and wav e action. Thi s would have caused movement of the
drogues and thus affected the dispersion rate. In two of the tests, high winds and heavy seas
were enco untered .
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In addition the time span ofthe studies may not have been long enough to give representative
results . The rate of dispers ion would be high during the initial growth ofa plume and would
only slowdown as it reached some limi ting factor. In the inshore case, this limiting factor
would be the presence of shorelines and sballowwaters. In the open sea, the limi ting facto r
would be reached when the distance ofscparationofthe drogues equaled the mean eddy size
encountered.
It is quite possible that in both cases the drogues did not spread apart far enough, or as in the
case ofthe inshore test. reach a poin t where the boundaries became a limiting factor on the
rate of growth. Unti l this occurred, bo th the inshore and offshore dispersion rates would be
the same.
Many of the studi es mentioned in the lit erature review, had time spans of days or in sev eral
cases , weeks. This woul d beve aUowe d the drogues to reach a much larger size and thus
obtain a lower value of the dispersion coefficient.
Although the AN CQVA analys is di d not find any statistical difference between inshore or
offshore dispersion rates in the Carbonear testing, and suggest ed a higher rate of dispersion,
this may not be entire ly vali d. The Carbonear #2 data (Insh ore) when viewed separately
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seems to agree: with current lite rature, as n is ap pro ximatel y 1.0. This would represen t
nearshore growth that is limi ted due to sho relines . This is exactly the case encountered in
Carbonear harbour . In addition.,the sea was much calmer OD the days of this study, thus
wind and wave action may DOt have been as an impo rtant facto r. Whil e the analysis may
suggest similar dispers ion rates for both inshore and ocean sea condi tio ns., it is j ust as
important to view the data separate ly.
In general, the results found do not suggest that a difference in dispersion rates docs exist
between enclosed bays and the open sea. Howeve r this result is based upon one set of tesu
and may nat prove to be cons isten t with aUdispersi on rates. The actual result for the inshore
testing was close to the accepted value of 1.0.
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Dispersion (K) vs Length Sca le (L)
All CarbonearStudy Data
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Figure 6.15 . All Carbonear Study Data
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7.0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
7.1 GENERAL
Both the T90 value and the diffus ion coefficient (K) depend upon local conditi ons, such as
latitude and sea condi tions . Publish ed values are based upon tests that generally have been
carried ou t in lower latitudes and/ or in temperate waters. and may not accurately predict
sewage dispersion and. bacterial decay in local waters. It was therefore importan t to determine
acceptabl e values tha t can be used for sew age outfalls in Newfoundl and. In addi tion there
is little informati on on the effect of co ld water tempera ture on bacterial decay.
It was the goal of thi s stud y to determin e acceptab le ran ges for both bacterial decay and
dispers ion that accurately dep ict co nditions encountered in Newfound land, and to determine
generally ifwater tem perature ap pears to have a importan t effect on the T'IO value.
7.2 T 90 TIME
The T9D time for bacterial deca y in Newfoun dland waters was determined to be
approximately four hour s for the summer (July to Septem ber). while the winte r values
(September to March) were higher. at six and one half hours. These values agree with
current literature. as discussed in Chapter 3. Table 7.1 repeats the information found in
ChapterS.
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Table7.1 ·Tgo Val ues
T est Num ber Date T Time h ou rs
1 Julv 18, 1993 3.92
2 Julv21 ,1993 4 .18
3 Au2\JSt8 1993 3.74
4 August 17, 1993 4
5 AUln.I~ 25 1993 4.42
6 Seotember 7, 1993 4.37
7 Se tember 13, 1993 5.46
8 September 19 1993 5.23
9 Sentember 22, 1993 6.85
10 Januarv 12, 1994 8.19
11 Januarv 25 1994 6.6
12 Februarv 1,1994 6.4
13 February 13, 1994 9.7
14 Februarv 23, 1994 7.6
15 March 6, 1994 5.2
16 March 16, 1994 6.7
17 March 23 1994 6.3
7.3 EFF ECT OF WATER TE MPE RATURE O N STORED SAMPLES
While water temperature was found to have a significant effect upon the rate of bacterial
decay, their effects were only noticeable in sampl es store d in the dark. The effect of UV
radiation seems to be so strong that it overrides any other mechanism acting on the bacteria.
Figur e 7. 1 illustra tes the difference between samples store d in the dark and in sunl ight at
differen t temperatures.
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Too Test Res ults
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Figure 7. 1 - 190 time vs Light Conditions
As can be clearly seen from thefigure, a noticeable differenceis apparen t betweensamples
storedin the dark and in the light, While the difference between coo l and warm. water
temperature is only evidentin thesamples storedin the dark.
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7.4 OCEAN DISPERSION
Since this portio n of the study was a minor portion of the wo rk, and only several. tests were
perfo rme d a detai led anal ysis c fthe dispersion wo uld have been im practical . The findings
of this study suggest tha t the rate of dispersion encountered is greater than 413. In addition,
no significant difference was found between inshore and ope n sea condi tions. Tab le 7 .2
presents these findings .
Tab le 7.2 - Dispersion Study Results
Location Al pba . Eq uation
Carbonear IH (Outside Har bor) 0.003 1.77 K -O.OOJ L L77
Carbonear #2 (Ins ide Harbo r) 0.0 11 1.474 K -O .Ol l L1.474
Bonavistia 0.0 18 1-624 K _O.Ot8U.624
All Carbonear Data 0.002 1.83 K -O.OO2Lu 1
For two oftbe studies (Carbooear 1'1 and Bona vistia) the val ueofn is grea ter than
413. this would suggest a larger rare of dispersion. However , wind and wave action on the
drogues and their floats may bave caused this higher rate . No ne ofthe previously published
studies have mentio ned this as a factor . however the majorityofthese studies are based upon
deep sea drogues, in which win d and waves would not have been im po rtan t, The Carbo near
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#2 study, performe d inside an enclosed bay. did agree with current literature , as n is close to
1.0, whic h is the suggested rate of dispers ion for enclose d areas. However. following an
ANCOVA analysis, no statistical difference was found between dispersion rates both inside
ofCarbonear barbour and the open sea. The com bined value for the Carbonear dispersio n
was determin ed to be 1.83
7.5 SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
The values for dispersion rates as expressed by the coefficient n, were determined to be
larger than anticipated with n as high as 1.83. No significant difference was found between
dispersion rates inside and outside the harbour .
The T90 value for bacterial inactivation was determine d to be 4 hours in the sunun er (July
to Septembe r) and 6.5 hours in winter (September to March). These values agree with
curren r lirerature.
Both water temperature and sunlight(UV Radiation) were found to have an important effect
upon the rate of bacterial decay. However , the effec t of sunlight is so much greater in
magni tude, that effect of water temperature is not noticea ble when the two are combined.
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7.6 RECOMMENDATIONS
As stated in the analysis section, no significance difference was found between the dispersion
rates for inshore and offshore dispersion. This may have been due primarily to the limi ted
Dumber of tests cond ucted and for further study it is recommended that a large number of
float test be performed. In addition more physical information on the harbour types, such as
water depth and current speed should be coll ected. This information would help to classify
the type of dispersion to be encountered . A small deep harbour with strong currents may
experience dispersion rates close to open sea conditions.
While the method used for determining the dispersi on rates is a standard method , some items
need to be addressed. The depth of the underwater sail should be studied and modified to
ensure that wave action does not affect the results. In addition, the size of the surface float
should be minimized fortbe same reason . The location of the test should also be carefully
considered so the drogues can be tracked for as long as possi ble.
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APPENDIX A
MEMB RANE mIRAn ON MEll{OD
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M embrane Filtration Method fo r T otal Co lifor m
Preparatio n of medium:
M-Endo Broth -
Prepa ration of Peeri Disbes:
Prepare as directed by manufacturer daily. (\Vhen this is
not poss ible, prepared medium can be stored in refrigerator
no longer than 3 days)
Aseptically pipette 2 m.lof M-Endo medium onto nutrient pad in petri dish .
Replac e lid. mark it approp riately for sample identification and set aside (no
longer than I hour) .
Assem b ling Filtering Unit:
1) Asep tically insert filter holder base into neck ofa 2 litre side-arm flask.
2) Using alcohol-flamed forceps place a sterile membrane filter with grid side
up on the filter holder base.
3) Lock filter holder funne l in place and connect flsak to vacuum pump by
rubber hose .
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F iltration :
1) Add the required amount of wate r samp le to a sterile sample cup , and if
less than 20 mi. add phosphate buffe r to make up 30 mi.
2) Pour samp le into funnel of filter holde r and tum on vacuum pump .
3) Following filtration of sam ple, rince with at least equal amount of
phosphate buffer.
4) Detach funn el - using a1cohol - flamed forceps. remove, membrane filte r
and place it with grid side up into prepared petri dish. Promptly replace
Petri dish lid.
5) Wash filte r ho lder unit by adding app rox imately 125 ml steri le distilled
water and applying suction.
6) Dry funnel and sample cup with gauze sponge. sterilize both wsing UV
sterilizer at leas t 2 minut es . If longer than 30 min utes elapses betwe en
sample filtrations. use a freshly steril ized filter -ho lder unit .
7) Incubate inve rted plates 35C for 22 ~ 24 hours.
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Co uutiJlc:
I) Allow plates to incubate at room temperature for Lhour before counting .
2) Use a microscope (10 - ISX) with fluorescent light source above and
approximately perpendicular to the filter membrane.
3) Count all colonies that produce a golden green metallic sheen wi th 24 hour
incubation.
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A Pouring Funnel
~ Filler Hose
Figu re A. l - Mem brane Filtration Equipment Setup
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APPENDIXB
T9(l STATISTICALANALYSIS OUTPlIT
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Table Analyzed Stora ge Tests
Two-Way ANOVA
Source of Variati on % o f T ota l PValue
Variation
Interaction 6.68 0.0002
Temp 7.43 P<O.OOOI
Light 79.56 P<O.OOOI
Source of Variation P V a l u e Significant?
Summary
Interaction y.,
Temp y "
Light y.,
Source of Variation Df Sum-of- Mean
Squares Square
Interaction I 4 12.5 412.5 21.11
Temp I 458. 5 458.5 23.46
Light I 4910 4910 25l.3
Residual 20 390 .8 19.54
NwnberofMissing ValuesO
ISO
T-TestResults
Light Cool W= Difference 95%C[
Om 42 .18 25.15 17.03 -23.22 00-
10.85
Light 5.284 4.834 0.4493 -6.63400
5.735
Light Difference t P Value Summary
om 17.03 6.674 P<n.OO I
Light 0.4493 0.1761 P<o.OS
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APPENDIXC
BACTERIA STORAGE TEST DATA
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Table C.l - Bacteria Storage Test # 1
T est # Date J ulian T90
I Julv 18 199 3.92
Time El apsed Count cic« UV UV WaterTem
!(MEI) SJ EXDosu re
9:00 AM 0 47 1.000 0.060 0 .030 7
9:30AM 0.5 14 0.298 0.132 0.096 a
!0:00AM I 23 0.489 0.271 0.232 9
!0 :30AM 1.5 I" 0.383 0.489 0.476 s
11:00AM 2 18 0.383 0.773 0.863 9
11:30 AM 2.5 15 0.3 19 1.131 1.428 9
12:00 AM 3 10 0.2 13 1.538 2.197 10
12:30 PM 3.5 6 0.128 1.963 3.179 10
1:00 PM 4 4 0.085 2.359 4.358 10
1:30 PM 4.5 2 0.043 2.720 5.718 10
2:00PM 5 2 0.043 3.015 7.226 10
2:30 PM 5.5 1 0.02 1 3.258 8.855 10
3:00 PM 6 2 0.043 3.424 10.567 10
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Figure C.l · Bacteria StorageTest #1
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Tab le Co2- Bacteria Storage Test #2
Tutti Dal e Julian T90
2 Julv 21 202 4 .18
Time Elapscd Coun l Cleo IN UV warer Te m
I<MEDSI Exposure
9:00 AM 0
"
1.000 0.oao 0.020 8
9:30 AM 0.5 54 1.059 0.110 0.075 8
10:00 AM 1 43 0.843 0.21 4 0.182 9
10:30 AM 1.5 54 1.059 0 .415 0.390 9
11:00 AM 2 34 0.667 0 .6 88 0.734 9
11:30 AM 2.5 3' 0.706 1.004 1.236 9
12 :00 AM 3 33 0.647 1.34 1 1.906 '0
12:30 PM 3.5 20 0.392 1.255 253 4 10
1:00PM 4 21 0.412 1.551 3.309 9
1:30PM 4.5 10 0.196 1.839 4.229 10
2:00PM 5 7 0. 137 2.400 5.429 10
2:30 PM 5.5 4 0.078 2.633 6.745 10
3:00 PM • 1 0.020 2.816 8.153 10
1S5
Percent Remaining vs Time of Day
Test #2
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Figure C.2 · BacteriaStorage Test #2
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Table C.3 - Bacteria Storage Test #3
Test #- Dat e Julian T'.
3 AUQ'8 22. 3.74
Tim e Ela sed Count CIC o UV UV Water Tem
MEDSI Exposure
9:00AM o 3' l. 000 0.030 0.0 15 ,
9:30AM 0.5 3. 1.000 0.041 0.036 ,
10:00 AM 1 46 1.179 0.06 1 0.066 •
10:30 AM 1.5 52 l.333 0.168 0.150 ,
11:00 AM 2 26 0.667 0.411 0.356 •
11:30 AM 2.5 13 0.333 0.490 0.60 1 •
12:00 AM 3 13 0.333 0.435 0.818 10
12:30 PM 3.5 9 0.231 0.680 1.158 10
1:00 PM 4 5 0.128 1.044 1.680 9
1:30PM 4.5 4 0 .103 0.898 2.129 10
2:00PM 5 3 0.077 1.340 2.799 10
2:3 0 PM 5.5 2 0.05 1 0.948 3.273 10
3:00 PM 6 0 0.000 1.379 3.963 11
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Figure C.3 - Bacteria Storage Test #3
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T a ble C.4 - BacteriaStorage Test IU
T es t " Da fe J uliao 1'90
4 AU217 229 4
Time Ebo sed COUDt Cl e o uv uv W a te r Tem
/MEDS! EXDO:!Iure
9:00 AM 0 53 1.000 0.030 0.015 7
9:30AM 0.5 31 0.585 0.050 0.040 8
10:00 AM 1 25 0.472 0.132 0.106 9
10:30 AM 1.5 29 0.547 0.253 0.233 8
11:00 AM 2 18 0.340 0.432 0.449 9
11:30AM 2.5 12 0.226 0.679 0.788 9
12 :00 AM 3 2 1 0.396 0.616 1.096 9
12:30 PM 3.5 7 0.132 1.386 1.789 9
1:00 PM 4 4 0.075 1.740 2.659 8
1:30 PM 4.5 3 0.057 2.054 3.686 9
2:00 PM 5 2 0.038 2.306 4.839 9
2:30 PM 5.5 0 0.000 2.512 6.095 9
3:00P M 6 2 0.038 2.679 7.435 9
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Figure C.4 - Bacteria Storage Test #4
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Table C.S - Bacteri a Sto rage Test #5
TestN Dale Julian T90
s Au~25 237 4.42
Time Elansed Counl Cl Co UV UV WalerTem
MFOS! E S"""UR
9:00AM 0 48 1.000 0.010 0 .005 7
9:30AM 0.' 36 0.750 0.030 0.020 8
10:00 AM I 27 0.563 0.100 0.070 9
10:30 AM 1.5 24 0.500 0.228 0. 184 8
11:00 AM 2 30 0.625 0.425 0.397 9
11:30 AM 25 16 0.333 0.685 0.739 9
12:00 AM 3 9 0.188 0.996 1.237 9
12:30 PM 35 10 0.208 1.349 1.912 9
1:00 PM 4 7 0.146 1.693 2.758 9
1:30 PM 4.' 4 0.08 3 2.022 3.769 9
2:00PM , 4 0.083 2.289 4.914 8
2:30 PM
' 5 3 0.063 2.485 6.156 9
3:00PM 6 0 0.000 2.623 1.468 8
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Figure C.S - Bacteria Storage Test #5
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Table C.6 - Bacteria Storage Test #6
Te5t N Date .Julian T90
6 Scot7 250 43 7
Tim ' Elapsed Count Cleo uv uv Wa terTem
(ME!)S! EXDosure
9:00AM 0 51 1.000 0.040 0.020 •9:30AM 0.5 59 1.157 0.085 0.062 •
10:00 AM 1 41 0.804 0.171 0.148 9
10:30 AM 1.5 35 0.686 0.311 0.303 •11:00 AM 2 37 0.725 0.489 0.548 9
11:30 AM 2.5 20 0.392 0.802 0.949 9
12:00 AM 3 18 0.353 0.975 1.436 9
12:30 PM 3.5 15 0.294 1.260 2.066 9
1:00PM 4 12 0.235 1.590 2.861 9
1:30 PM 4.5 7 0.137 1.830 3.776 9
2:00 PM 5 4 0.078 1.950 4.751 •
2:30 PM 5.5 5 0.098 2.210 5.856 9
3:00 PM 6 2 0.039 2. 180 6.946 9
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Figure C.6 - BacteriaStorageTest #6
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T abl e C .7 - Bacteria Storag e Test #7
Test # Dllt e Juliln TOO
7 Sept 13 25' 5.46
Tim e Elapsed Co un t a c« UV UV Wate rTem
MEDSI EJlDOSUre
9;00 AM 0 42 1.000 0.040 0.020 7
9;30 AM 0.5 31 0.738 0.089 0.065 7
10:00 AM , 24 0.571 0.204 0.167 8
10:30 AM 1.5 22 0.524 0.425 0.379 8
11:00 AM 2 ' 7 0.405 0.558 0.658 9
11:30 AM 2.5 '3 0.310 0.327 0.822 8
12:00 AM 3 II 0.262 0.986 1.315 9
12:30 PM 3.5 8 0.190 1.380 2.005 9
1:00 PM 4 5 0.119 1.750 2.880 9
1:30PM 4.5 4 0.095 1.790 3.775 9
2:00 PM 5 7 0.167 2.100 4.825 9
2;30 PM 5.5 3 0.07\ 2.390 6.020 9
3:00PM • 4 0.095 2.35 0 7.195 9
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Figu re C.7 - Bacteria Storage Test #7
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T abl e C.S - Bacteria Storag e Test #8
T a U Date J ulia a T'lO
8 s.o. I. 262 523
Tim e Elansed CO UDI Cleo uv UV WaCerTcm
(MED SI Exposure
9:00AM 0 44 1.000 0.030 o.ois ,
9:30AM 0.5 41 0.932 0.075 0.053 ,
10:00 AM 1 37 0.841 0.128 0.1 17 •
10:30 AM I.S 22 0.500 0.325 0279 I
11:00 AM 2 20 0.455 0385 0.472 •
11:30 AM 2.5 I. 0 .432 0.656 0.800 I
12:00 AM 3 21 0.477 0.798 1.199 I
12:30 PM 3.5 17 0.386 0.958 1.678 7
1:00 PM 4 8 0.182 1.250 2.303 I
1:30PM 4.5 6 0.136 1.430 3.018 8
2:00PM 5 4 0.09 1 1.590 3.8 13 8
2 :30 PM 5.5 6 0.136 1.860 4.743 8
3:00PM 6 3 0.068 1.790 5.638 8
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Table C.9 - Bacteria Storage Test #9
Tnt ##- Dale Ju lia. T90
9 S<Dt22 265 6.85
Time Elap sed CouDI ClC . UV UV Wat~rT~m
IMEDSi ESDl»ure
9:00AM 0 53 1.000 0.000 0.000 7
9:30AM 0.5 47 0.887 0.020 0.010 7
10:00 AM I 41 0.774 0.063 0.042 7
10:30 AM 1.5 51 0.962 0.143 0.113 8
11:00 AM 2 51 0.962 0.361 0.294 8
1l :30AM 2.5 42 0.792 0.431 0.509 8
12:00 AM 3 47 0.887 0.712 0.865 8
12:30 PM 3.5 31 0.585 0.898 1.314 8
1:00PM 4 23 0.434 1.022 1.825 8
1:30 PM 4.5 14 0.264 0.955 2.303 8
2:00P M 5 16 0.302 0.789 2.697 8
2:30P M 5.5 10 0.189 0.867 3.131 8
3:00 PM 6 6 0.113 0.9 16 3.589 8
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Figure C.9 - BacteriaStorage Test #9
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Table C. IO- Bacteria Storage Test #10
Test It- Dace Julian TOO
10 Jan 12 12 8.19
Time Elapsed Count Cle. UV UV Water Tern
IrMEDSi EIDosure
9:00AM 0 61 [,000 0.002 0.00 1 0
9:30AM 0.5 53 0.869 0.002 0.002 0
10:00 AM I 45 0.738 0.007 0.006 0
10:30 AM I.S 47 0.770 0.011 0.011 0
11:00 AM 2 32 0.525 0.022 0.022 0
11:30 AM 2.5 2. 0.475 0.056 0.050 1
12:00 AM 3 2' 0.410 0.049 0.075 1
12:30 PM 3.' 2' 0.410 0.166 0.158 1
1:00 PM 4 20 0.328 0.165 0.240 1
1:30PM 4.5 I' 0.311 0.099 0.290 I
2:00 PM s 17 0.279 0.248 0.414 I
2:30PM , .5 12 0.197 0.162 0.495 I
3:00PM 6 8 0.131 0.17 0.5 80 I
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Figure C.I O- Bacteria Storage Test # 10
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Table C. ll - Bacteria Storage Tes t # 11
Test#- Date Julian no
11 Jaa25 25 6.6
Time Elapsed Coun t C/C o UV UV WaterTem
(MEDS! EIDWIure
9:00AM 0 50 1.000 OJ>02 0.001 0
9:30AM 0.5 41 0.820 0.002 0.002 0
10:00 AM 1 40 0.800 0.0 14 0.009 0
10:30 AM 1.5 37 0.740 0.023 0.021 0
11:00 AM 2 26 0.520 0.04 1 0.041 1
11:30 AM 2.5 30 0.600 0.072 0.077 1
12:00 AM 3 27 0.540 0. 117 0.136 1
12:30 PM 3.5 28 0.560 0.138 0.205 1
1:00PM 4 2S 0.500 0.201 0.305 1
1:30 PM 4.5 17 0.340 0.236 0.423 1
2:00 PM 5 15 0.300 0.2 14 0.530 1
2:30PM 55 12 0.240 0.258 0.659 2
3:00PM 6 5 0.100 0.322 0.820 2
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Table C.lZ ~ Bacteria Storag e Test #12
Test#. Date JuliaD TOO
12 Feb 1 32 6.4
Tim e Elapsed COUDt Cleo uv UV Wate rTem
MEDSI Exposure
9:00 AM 0 52 1.000 0 .004 0.002 0
9:30AM 0.5 55 1.058 0 .006 0.005 0
10:00 AM 1 40 0.769 0.0 16 0.013 0
10:30 AM 1.5 35 0.673 0.03 1 0.029 1
11:00AM 2 30 0.577 0.052 0.055 1
11:30 AM 2.5 32 0.615 0.08 1 0.095 1
12:00 AM 3 25 0.48 1 0.074 0.132 1
12:30 PM 3.5 23 0.442 0.166 0.215 2
1:00 PM 4 22 0.423 0.209 0.320 1
1:30 PM 4.5 20 0.385 0.246 0.443 2
2:00 PM 5 12 0.231 0.277 0.581 2
2:30PM 5.5 6 0.115 0.30t 0.732 2
3:00PM 6 5 0.096 O.32t 0.892 1
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Figure C.12 - Bacteria Storage Test # 12
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Tabl e C.13 - Bacteria Storage Test #13
Test # Date Julian T90
13 Feb 13 44 9.7
T ime Elansed Cou n t Cleo uv uv Wa terTem
I""'OSf Exnosure
9:00AM 0 61 1.000 o.oot 0.001 0
9:30AM 0.5 41 0.672 0.004 0.003 0
10:00 AM I 4. 0.656 0.009 0.007 o
10:30 AM 1.5 35 0.57 4 0.015 0.015 I
11:00 AM 2 34 0.557 0.025 0.027 I
l l:30AM 2.5 36 0 .590 0.022 O.oJ8 1
12:00 AM 3 28 0.459 0.033 0.055 0
12:30 PM 3.5 2. 0.328 0.019 0.064 I
1:00PM 4 26 0.426 0.029 0.079 2
1:30PM 4.5 24 0.393 0.037 0.097 I
2:00 PM 5 2. 0.328 0.071 0.133 I
2:30 PM 5.5 13 0.213 0.121 0.193 I
3:00PM 6 10 0.164 0.139 0.263 I
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Figure C.B - BacteriaStorage Test # 13
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Table C.a4 - Bacteria. Storage Test #14
T est II Date J. liaD TOO
\4 Feb 23 54 7.s
Time EIaDscd Couml Cle o uv UV Wai n
IMEDSI E::IDOsure
9:00AM 0 57 1.000 0.003 0.002 0
9:30 AM 0.5 45 0.7&9 0.005 0.004 0
10:00 AM 1 4. 0.807 Om 5 0.012 \
10:30 AM 1.5 29 0.509 0.056 0.04 0 \
11:00 AM 2 22 0.3&6 0.08 0.080 2
11:30 AM 2.5 25 0.439 0.137 0.148 \
12 :00 AM 3 25 0.439 0.205 0.251 2
12:30 PM 3.5 2\ 0.368 0.279 0.390 2
1:00PM 4 17 0.298 0.383 0.582 1
1:30 PM 4.5 15 0.263 0.44 0.80 2 2
2:00 PM 5 \2 0.211 0.478 1.04 1 2
2:30 PM 5.5 \ 2 0.211 0.479 1.280 2
3:00PM • 7 0.123 0.526 1.543 2
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Table C. IS - BacteriaStorageTest #15
Tat i# Date .Juliaa no
"
MMeh 6 65 5.2
T ome Ela_ed Coua t Cl e o uv W WaterTem
I""'OS! ESDOsure
9:00 AM 0 56 1.000 0.008 0.004 0
9:30 AM 0.5 40 0.714 0.026 0.0 17 1
10:00 AM 1 4 1 0.732 0.052 0.043 I
10:30 AM 1.5 32 0.57 1 0.078 0.082 2
11:00 AM: 2 30 0.536 0.13 0.147 1
11:30 AM 2.5 2. 0.500 0. l 8I 0.238 I
12:00 AM 3 22 0.393 0.233 0.354 1
12:30 PM 3.5 2 ' 0.500 0.433 0.571 I
1:00 PM 4 18 0.321 0.446 0.794 2
1:30PM 4.5 16 0.286 0.563 1.075 1
2:00 PM 5 12 0.214 0.586 1.368 2
2:30PM 5.5 7 0.125 0.762 1.749 2
3:00 PM 6 3 0.054 0.495 1.997 2
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Table C.16 - Bacteria Storage Test #16
Tes t #. Date Juli an TOO
16 March 16 75 6.7
Time Elan sed Count CIC o UV UV WacerTem
fMFDSI Exnosure
9:00AM 0 54 1.000 0.009 0.005 1
9:30AM 0.5 45 0.833 0.025 O.ot7 2
10;00 AM I 37 0.685 0.034 0.034 2
10:30 AM 1.5 35 0.648 0.117 0.093 2
11:00 AM 2 28 0.519 0.165 0.175 2
11:30 AM 2.5 20 0.537 0.233 0.292 I
12:00 AM 3 27 0.500 0.247 0.415 2
12:30 PM 3.5 25 0.463 0.489 0.660 2
1:00PM 4 18 0.333 0.59 4 0.957 2
1:30PM 4.5 13 0.241 0.693 1.303 3
2:00PM 5 10 0.185 0.779 1.693 2
2:30PM 5.5 0 0.167 0.872 2. 129 2
3:00 PM 6 6 0.111 0.673 2.465 2
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Ta ble C.17 -Bacteria StorageTest #17
T est # Date Julian T9.
17 March 23 82 6.3
Time Elansed Couot CICo UV UV WaterTem
fMED Exnosure
9:00 AM 0 41 1.000 0.005 0.003 1
9:30AM 0.5 30 0.732 0.00 8 0.007 2
1O:00 A1vt: 1 25 0.610 0.025 0.019 2
10:30 AM: 1.5 32 0.780 0.069 0.054 2
11:00 A1vt: 2 24 0.585 0. 135 0.121 3
11:30 AM 2.5 19 0.463 0.368 0.305 2
12:00 AM 3 18 0.439 0.569 0.590 3
12:30 PM 3.5 18 0.439 0.963 1.071 2
1:00PM 4 15 0.366 1.236 1.689 2
1:30 PM 4.5 13 0.317 1.365 2.372 2
2:00PM 5 14 0.341 1.789 3.266 3
2;30 PM 5.5 9 0.220 2.025 4.279 3
3:00 PM 6 5 0.122 2.536 5.547 2
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Figu re C.17 - Bacteria Storage Test # 17
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CARBONEAR STUDY #1 (OurSlDE HARBOUR)
Set GI STATI ON 01 STATION 02
TIME DEGREES MThl' SEC DEGREES MIN SEC
Flo at 01 10:35 AM 1.000 53.000 0.000 357 .000 57.000 40.000
10:50 AM 9.000 31.000 0.000 352.000 l. 000 20.000
Jl :05AM 24.000 1.000 0.000 346.000 53.000 40.000
H.-20 AM 61.000 36.000 20.000 343.000 19.000 0.000
1l :35AM 91.000 57 .000 40.000 337.000 44.000 0.000
1l :50AM 108.000 35.000 40.000 337 .000 19.000 20.000
12:05 PM 118.000 26.000 40.000 337 .000 44.000 0.000
12:20 PM 119.000 46.000 0.000 333.000 58.000 20.000
/2 :35 PM 127.000 9.000 0.000 332.000 1.000 20.000
12:50 PM 125.000 8.000 40 .000 330 .000 43.000 20.000
Float 02 10:35 AM 5.000 18.000 20 .000 355 .000 15.000 40.000
10:50 AM 12.000 37.000 0.000 351.000 29.000 20.000
I I:05AM 33.000 49.000 0.000 345.000 47.000 20.000
Il :20 AM 84.000 37.000 4.000 342.000 2.000 20.000
1/ :35 AM 105.000 58.000 0.000 337.000 3.000 0.000
Jl :50AM 119.000 42.000 20.000 332.000 23.000 0.000
12:05 PM 127.000 53.000 0.000 338.000 3.000 0.000
12:20 PM 130.000 59.000 40.000 336.000 16.000 0.000
12:35 PM 131.000 48.000 0.000 334.000 36.000 20.000
12:50 PM 132.000 38.000 40.000 330.000 43.000 20.000
188
Float OJ 10:35AM 4.000 33.000 20.000 356.000 8.000 40.000
10:50AM 11.000 9.000 20.000 350.000 59.000 0.000
11:05AM 37.000 52.000 20.000 345.000 24.000 0.000
lJ:20 AM 86.000 28.000 40.000 342.000 6.000 40.000
lJ:35 AM 106.000 7.000 40.000 336.000 10.000 40.000
lJ :50 AM 120.000 34.000 40.000 337.000 1.000 40.000
12:05 PM 128.000 4.000 40.000 337.000 47.000 20.000
12:20 PM 130.000 4.000 0.000 335.000 38.000 0.000
12:35 PM 130.000 30.000 40.000 333.000 34.000 0.000
12:50 PM 131.000 21.000 0.000 331.000 32.000 20.000
Floal04 !0 :35AM 4.000 21.000 0.000 355.000 36.000 20.000
!0 :50AM 14.000 7.000 0.000 350.000 49.000 20.000
11:05 AM 28.000 59.000 20.000 344.000 48.000 20.000
H :20AM 71.000 12.000 40.000 341.000 6.000 20.000
1l :35 AM 97.000 5.000 0.000 336.000 43.000 40.000
lJ.-50 AM 112.000 9.000 20.000 336.000 51.000 0.000
12:05 PM 121.000 8.000 0.000 337.000 10.000 40.000
12.-20 PM 123.000 26.000 40.000 334.000 7.000 0.000
12:35 PM 125.000 8.000 40.000 332.000 14.000 0.000
12:50 PM 127.000 4.000 20.000 330.000 25.000 40.000
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Sef02 STATI ON 01 STATI ON 02
TIME DEGREES MIN SEC DEGREES lvfIN SEC
Float 0109:25AM 3.000 25.000 40.000 354.000 57.000 40.000
09:40AM 5.000 46.000 40.000 351.000 0.000 20.000
09:55AM 8.000 46.000 0.000 345.000 7.000 40 .000
!0:10 AM 12.000 32.000 8.000 339.000 11.000 40.000
!0:25A M 13.000 48.000 40.000 337 .000 46.000 40.000
lO:40AM 13.000 63.000 40 .000 339.000 52.000 40.000
W:55 AM 11.000 52.000 40.000 342.000 37.000 0.000
u .ioo« 16.000 21.000 40 .000 338 .000 8.000 40.000
II :25AM 23.000 3.000 40 .000 333.000 24.000 0.000
1l :40AM 36.000 37.000 20.000 32 2.000 9.000 20.000
Float 02 09:25 AM 3.000 35.000 40 .000 355.000 14.000 0.000
09:40AM 6.000 13.000 20 .000 350 .000 44.000 20.000
09:55AM 8.000 59.000 20 .000 345.000 19.000 40.000
IO.-lOAM 12.000 52.000 20.000 339 .000 3.000 0.000
W :25A M 14.000 13.000 20.000 337 .000 38.000 0.000
IO:40AM 13.000 35.000 20.000 339.000 42.000 40.000
W:55AM 12.000 36.000 20.000 342.000 19.000 0.000
ll:lOAM 17.000 38.000 40.000 338.000 1.000 20.000
ll:25AM 26.000 14.000 40.000 33 1.000 38.000 40.000
11:40AM 40.000 24.000 20.000 318.000 36.000 40.000
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Float OJ09:25 AM 2.000 18.000 20.000 356 .000 32.000 40.000
09:40AM 4.000 49.000 40.000 352 .000 39.000 40.000
09:55AM 7.000 32.000 40.000 346.000 59 .000 20.000
10:I OAM 12.000 13.000 20.000 338.000 49.000 40.000
I O:25A.M 13.000 20.000 40.000 336 .000 57 .000 40.000
10:40AM 12.000 49.000 40.000 338.000 49.000 40.000
/0 :55AM 10.000 58.000 0.000 342.000 12.000 40.000
I/ :/O AM 16.000 6.000 40.000 337.000 4.000 20.000
1l: 25AM 24.000 14.000 40.000 330.000 21.000 20.000
I/:40 AM 36.000 27.000 20.000 3 14.000 44 .000 40.000
float 0409 :25 AM 4.000 7.000 20.000 353 .000 36.000 20.000
09:40AM 6.000 29.000 40.000 349.000 22.000 20.000
09:55A.M 9.000 52.000 40.000 342.000 17.000 14 .000
10:IOAM 14.000 20.000 0.000 335.000 39.000 20.000
I O:25AM 15.000 42.000 0.000 333.000 56.000 20.000
10:40 AM 14.000 23.000 20.000 336.000 29.000 40.000
10:55AM 13.000 49.000 20.000 338.000 30.000 0 .000
I/:IOAM 19.000 6.000 0.000 33 4.000 48.000 0 .000
I/:25AM 28.000 18.000 20.000 328.000 43.0 00 20.000
I/ :40 AM 41.000 30.000 20.000 3 15.000 8.000 0.000
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CARBONEAR STUDY #2 (INSIDE HARBOUR)
SetOI STA TION 01 STATION Ol
TIME DEGREES MIN SEC DEGREES MIN SEC
F700tOI 09:00 AM 0.000 46.000 40.000 358.000 36.000 20.000
09:15 AM 2.000 25.000 40.000 355.000 56.000 40.000
09:30AM 6.000 40.000 40.000 349.000 24.000 40.000
09:45AM 16.000 14.000 0.000 339.000 17.000 20.000
10:00 AM 24.000 24.000 0.000 328.000 31.000 20 .000
10:15 AM 35.000 35.000 40.000 318.000 43.000 40 .000
W :30AM 47 .000 47.000 20.000 3 10.000 27 .000 40.000
!0 :45 AM 54.000 35.000 20.000 307.000 6.000 20.000
I I:OOAM 60.000 3.000 0.000 301.000 50 .000 20 .000
H :15 AM 64.000 28.000 0.000 298.000 56.000 40.000
Floot 02 09:00AM 2.000 24.000 20.000 355.000 46.000 0.000
09:15 AM 6.000 26.000 20.000 350.000 15.000 0.000
09:30AM 13.000 10.000 0.000 339.000 58.000 20.000
09:45 AM 23.000 19.000 40.000 332.000 34.000 20 .000
JO:OO AM 33.000 25 .000 20 .000 319.000 11.000 0.000
l O.-15AM 46.000 8.000 20.000 308.000 6.000 0.000
/0: 30 AM 56.000 6.000 0.000 300.000 22.000 0.000
JO:45 AM 62.000 39.000 40.000 295.000 29.000 0.000
11:OOAM 68.000 5.000 0.000 29 1.000 31.000 0.000
JJ:J5AM 70.000 48.000 20.000 289.000 55.000 0.000
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F10al OJ 09:00 AM 1.000 23.000 0.000 357.000 32.000 20.000
09:15 AM 4.000 1.000 40.000 353.000 24.000 20.000
O9:JOAM 10.000 20.000 20.000 343.000 38.000 20.000
09:45 AM 20.000 56.000 20.000 329.000 23.000 40.000
/0 :00 AM 31.000 33.000 0.000 322.000 2.000 20.000
/0: 15 AM 44.000 39.000 4Q.OOO 310.000 21.000 0.000
IO:JOAM 54.000 39.000 0.000 302.000 15.000 20.000
10:45 AM 61.000 9.000 40.000 297.000 18.000 40.000
11:00 AM 65.000 51.000 0.000 292.000 58.000 0.000
Il :15AM 68.000 17.000 0.000 290.000 54.000 0.000
Float 04 09:00AM 1.000 27.000 20.000 357.000 27.000 20.000
09:15AM 3.000 48.000 40.000 353.000 19.000 20.000
O9:JOAM 9.000 51.000 0.000 343.000 58.000 40.000
09:45AM 20.000 29.000 20.000 333.000 2.000 40.000
10:00 AM 30.000 58.000 0.000 322.000 17.000 40.000
10:15 AM 44.000 56.000 20.000 310.000 38.000 40.000
/0 :10 AM 55.000 14.000 4Q.OOO 303.000 27.000 40.000
10:4S AM 61.000 47.000 0.000 298.000 7.000 20.000
Il :OOAM 66.000 59.000 4Q.000 294.000 24.000 0.000
Il :I S AM 69.000 30.000 20.000 292.000 21.000 0.000
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Set 02 STAT ION 01 STATlONO:Z
TIME DEGREES MIN SEC DEGREES MIN SEC
Float0112:30 PM 22.000 22.000 0.000 346. 000 53.000 20 .000
12:45 PM 50.000 28.000 20.000 338.000 54.000 40 .000
01:00 PM 82.000 1.000 20.00 0 32 5.000 7.000 40.000
01:15PM 95.000 37.000 20.000 32 0.000 42.000 0.000
01:30PM 102.000 53.000 40.000 313.000 40.000 0.000
01:45PM 105.000 43.000 0.000 310.000 26.000 40.000
02:00PM 108.000 53.000 40.000 309.000 19.000 0.000
02:15 PM 112.000 56.000 40.000 309.000 40.000 20 .000
02:30PM 114.000 23.000 20.000 309.000 ]. 000 40.000
Float 02 12:30PM 17.000 28.000 20.000 345.000 l. 000 20.000
12:45 PM 33.000 15.000 0.000 334.000 14.000 0.00 0
01:00 PM 50.000 32.000 0.000 318.000 15.000 0.000
01:15PM 61.000 2.000 0.000 309.000 38.000 40 .000
01:30PM 74.000 18.000 0.000 303.000 14 .000 0.000
01:45 PM 83.000 19.000 40.000 300.000 9.000 0.000
02:00 PM 89.000 19.000 20.000 299.000 16.000 0.000
02:15 PM 96 .000 39.000 20.000 300.000 50.000 0.000
02:30 PM 100 .000 35.000 0.000 300.000 40.000 20.000
Float 03 12:30 PM 16.000 2.000 20.000 346.000 17.000 0.000
12:45 PM 31.000 42.000 0.000 335.000 3.000 0.000
01:00PM 50.000 43.000 20.000 317.000 3.000 40.000
01:15PM 61.000 18.000 20.000 308.000 57.000 20.000
01:30 PM 73.000 1.000 40.000 301.000 40.000 20.000
01:45 PM 82.000 23.000 40.000 298 .000 50.000 40.000
02:00 PM 88.000 25.000 0.000 298.000 14.000 20.000
02:15PM 95.000 44.000 40.000 299.000 26.000 20.000
02:30PM 100.000 0.000 20.000 299.000 52.000 20.000
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Float 0-112:30 PM 13.000 33.000 20.000 349 .000 23.000 0.000
12:45 PM 29.000 2.000 20.000 339.000 12.000 40.000
01:00PM 48.000 6.000 0.000 322.000 58.000 40.000
01:15PM 57.000 33.000 0.000 312.000 59.000 20.000
01:30PM 71.000 13.000 20.000 304 .000 36.000 0.000
01:45PM 83.000 12.000 20.000 302.000 12.000 20.000
02:00PM 90.000 l.000 0.000 300.000 58 .000 40.000
02:15PM 98.000 5.000 0.000 302 .000 32.000 0.000
02:30PM 102.000 8.000 20.000 302.000 17.000 40.000
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BONA VISTIA STUDY
Set 01 STATI ON 01 STA TI ON Ol
TIME DEGREES MIN SEC DEGREES MIN SEC
Float 01 09:30 AM 76.000 17.000 40.000 48.000 40.000 0.000
09:45AM 85.000 53.000 20.000 34.000 28.000
09:58AM 75.000 8.000 40.000 54.000 46.000
!0 :14AM 82.000 39.000 40.000 48.000 35.000
!0 :29AM 87 .000 41.000 20.000 43.000 54.000
10:45 AM 92.000 48.000 40.000 39.000 41.000
U:OOAM 98 .000 49 .000 0.000 35.000 22.000
11:l l AM 88.000 22.000 20.000 42.000 28.000
11:26 AM 95.000 49.000 40.000 37.000 31.000
11:40 AM 103.000 52.000 0.000 32.000 34.000
I l:SS AM 114.000 57.000 28.000 30.000 24.000
Float 02 09 :30 AM 65.000 35.000 20.000 49.000 22.000
09:45AM 87.000 42.000 20.000 32.000 42.000
09:58AM 70.000 45.000 0.000 57.000 39.000
1O:14A.~ 81.000 20.000 0.000 49.000 39.000
10:29 AM 88.000 51.000 0.000 44.000 31.000
!0:45AM 98.000 43.000 0.000 39.000 41.000
11:0a AM 110.000 9.000 20.000 38.000 15.000
1l:1IAM 84.000 48.000 0.000 43.000 12.000
11:26 AM 91.000 34.000 40.000 38.000 8.000
11:40 AM 96.000 25.000 40.000 35.000 4.000
11:55 AM 102.000 13.000 40.000 32.000 49.000
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floalOJ 09 :30AM 75.000 ] 1.000 40.000 46 .000 23.000
09 :45 AM 91.000 26.000 0.000 32.000 59.000
09 :58AM 67.000 33.000 20.000 60.000 4 l.000
lO:14AM 72.000 44.000 40.000 53.000 59.000
10:29 AM 71.000 4.000 20.000 47.000 17.000
10:45 AM 82.000 14.000 20.000 45 .000 0.000
11:00 AM 84.000 1.000 40.000 44 .000 0.000
11:11 AM 80.000 40.000 20.000 43.000 12.000
11:26 AM 89.000 38.000 40.000 35.000
1l :40 AM 109.000 21.000 40.000 29 .000 ] 8.000
11:55 AM 134.000 38.000 20.000 21 .000 51.000
float 0 4 09:30 AM 79.000 43.000 0.000 45 .000 26.000
09:45 AM 95.000 41.000 40.000 30.000 16.000
09 :58AM 63.000 19.00040.000 64.000 9.000
10:14AM 69.000 5.000 40.000 54.000 33.000
10:29 AM 75.000 24.000 40.000 47.000 10.000
10:45 AM 85.000 13.000 0.000 36.000
11:00 AM 93.000 32.000 20.000 41.000 46.000
1l :Il AM 77.000 26.000 0.000 44.000 33.000
11:26 AM 86.000 55.000 0.000 37.000 48.000
11:40 AM 113.000 30.000 40.000 26.000 28.000
1l :55 AM 148.000 40.000 20.000 18.000 35.000
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Set 02 ST ATI ON 01 STAllON 02
TIME DEGREES MIN SEC DEGREES MIN SEC
Floa t Ol 01:28 PM 358.000 4.000 20.000 3.000 44.000 0.000
01:44 PM 9 .000 56.000 40.000 352.000 5.000
01:48PM 340.000 59 .000 40.000 27.000 52.000
02:05 PM 345.000 52.000 0.000 11.000 57.000
02:21 PM 357 .000 35.000 0.000 1.000 5.000
02:28 PM 34 1.000 5.000 0.000 67.000 43.000
02:44 PM 347.000 37.000 0.000 19.000 33.000
03:00 PM 0.000 33.000 0.000 359 .000 36.000
FlooJ01 01:18 PM 350.000 40.000 40.000 12.000 46.000
01:44 PM 359 .000 16.000 20.000 0 .000 50.000
01:48PM 337 .000 5.000 44.000 34.000 47.000
02:05PM 339 .000 49.000 20.000 19.000 0 .000
02:2 / PM 345 .000 21.000 0.000 10.000 56.000
02:28P M 340.000 42.000 0.000 73.000 26.000
02:44 PM 344.000 15.000 0.000 31.000 9.000
03:00PM 346 .000 16.000 0.000 13.000 8.000
Flo fd OJ 01:28 PM 345 .000 16.000 0.000 19.000 43.000
01:44PM 357.000 31.000 40.000 2.000 20.000
01:48PM 333 .000 39.000 40.000 41. 000 11.000
02:05 PM 334 .000 40.000 8.000 24.000 38.000
02:21 PM 343 .000 lS .OOO 0.000 12.000 27.000
02:18 PM 337 .000 55.000 0.000 81.000 6 .000
02:44 PM 339 .000 30.000 0.000 37.000 48.000
03:00 PM 340.000 45.000 0.000 18.000 52.000
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F10fl104 01:28PM 340 .000 7.000 20.000 26.000 26.000
01.-44PM 344.000 46.000 0.000 11.000 57.000
01:48PM 330.000 26.000 0.000 44.000 28.000
02:05 PM 326.000 12.000 20.000 25.000 26.000
02:21 PM 332 .000 25.000 0.000 12.000 40.000
02:28PM 335 .000 to .OOO 0.000 82.000 54.000
02:44PM 336.000 42.000 0.000 59.000 19.000
03:00PM 336.000 39.000 0.000 38.000 5.000
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Set 03 STATION 01 ST ATI ON 01
TIME DEGREES MIN SEC DEGREES MIN SEC
E7oatOI 09:00 AM 63 .000 3.000 0.000 306.000 46.000 0.000
09:14A M 60.000 52000 0.000 292.000 27.000
09:30 AM 56.000 20.000 0.000 276.000 7.000
IO:(}(} AM 309.000 9.000 0.000 48.000 28.000
10:15 AM 300.000 30.000 0.000 40.000 7.000
JO:JOAM 294.000 4.000 0.000 35.000 53.000
IO:4SAM 28 5.000 9 .000 0.000 36.000 12.000
IO:S5AM 316.000 15.000 0.000 43.000 10.000
H .-BAM 312.000 6.000 0.000 44.000 35.000
l/:29 AM 311.000 10.000 0.000 42.000 25.000
1/ :4SAM 311.000 5.000 0.000 36.000 11.000
/ 2:00 PM 300.000 12.000 0.000 36.000 47.000
R Oill01 09:00 AM 68.000 25.000 0.000 305.000 17.000
09:14AM 67.000 50.000 0.000 291 .000 34.000
09:30AM 61.000 47.000 0.000 291.000 39.000
10:00 AM 306.000 45.000 0.000 50.000 29.000
[0 :15AM 294 .000 4.000 0.000 39.000 ]2.000
JO:l 0AM 284 .000 6.000 0.000 33.000 26.000
10:45 AM 212. 000 26 .000 0.000 34.000 16.000
l O:55 A.M 313.000 49.000 0.000 44.000 46.000
I/ :/JAM 308 .000 44.000 0.000 45.000 4.000
1I :29A.M 308.000 22.000 0.000 41.000 32.000
I J:45 A.M 302.000 23.000 0.000 35.000 14.000
12:00 PM 300.000 57.000 0.000 32.000 24.000
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f7OQ/OJ 09:00 AM n .ooo 49.000 0.000 304.000 29.000
09:14 AM 74.000 27.000 0.000 302.000 40.000
09:10 AM 77 .000 24.000 0.000 298.000 53.000
/0:00 AM 304.000 30.000 0.000 51.000 7.000
/0:15 AM 293.000 0.000 0.000 38.000 9.000
/ 0:30 AM 282.000 48.000 0.000 33.000 26.000
10:45 AM 271.000 18.000 0.000 34.000 4.000
10:55 AM 311.000 1.000 0.000 47.000 4.000
11:11 AM 305.000 38.000 0.000 45.000 48.000
11:19 AM 304.000 37.000 0.000 41.000 39.000
/ 1:d AM 298.000 5.000 0.000 36.000 38.000
11:00 PM 286.000 57.000 0.000 36.000 44.000
Float 04 09:00 AM 77.000 46.000 0.000 303.000 52.000
09:14AM 78.000 1.000 0.000 301.000 38.000
09:JOAM 75.000 22.000 0.000 295.000 19.000
10:00 AM 300.000 51.000 0.000 52.000 15.000
lO:15 AM 288.000 11.000 0.000 42.000 47.000
10:JOAM 274.000 50.000 0.000 37.000 9.000
10:45 AM 264.000 14.000 0.000 36.000 16.000
10:55 AM 308.000 38.000 0.000 49.000 10.000
11:11 AM 303.000 52.000 0.000 46.000 37.000
11:29 AM 301.000 33.000 0.000 42.000 30.000
11:45 A.M 297.000 23.000 0.000 37.000 22.000
/1 :00 PM 287.000 40.000 0.000 36.000 26.000
20 1
APPE NDIXE
DISPERSION STUDY DATA
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Table E.1 - Carbonear #1(Outside Harbour)
L K
Set 1 277.131 210 .479
84.953 10.450
l24.888 14.169
134.724 13.154
572. 154 237 .860
286.695 37.382
372.346 58.242
221.083 21.688
390.799 46.549
Setl 120.077 42.922
87.333 12.762
121.927 14.482
117.233 10.269
181.085 20 .020
115.967 5.996
132.517 6.794
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Table E.2 - Carbonear #2(1nside Harbour)
L K
Set I 168.391 82.853
93 .076 12.272
334.331 104.993
65.623 2.926
125.058 9.053
271.576 33 .653
415.190 76 .138
443.675 73.096
485.566 81.635
Set 2 236.634 221.49 4
570.269 600.6 12
916.202 1170.257
1185.867 1368.842
1292.088 1264.087
1467.476 1372.194
1667.325 1437.129
1702.707 1336.950
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Tab le E..3 - Bonavistia Study
L K
Sell 922.951 2364 .783
454.372 598.073
728.556 792.620
1043.942 1294.758
2706 .539 5247.475
268.939 264.9 12
327.5 10 177.090
1528.778 2570 .147
Set l 427.239 505.592
171.307 97.220
214.619 56.144
121.325 37.479
281.707 119.304
Se.J 474.165 684.328
1466.739 3254.496
547.3&4- 826.425
674.657 822.167
813.917 761.77 5
284.106 187.775
476.424 268.885
621.576 399.113
83 1.280 473.591
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APPENDIXF
DISPERSIONSTUDY REGRESSIONDATA
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Bonavista Regression Out put
MTB > Name c3 = 'SRESl ' c4 = 'FITS 1' c5 ='RESn ' c6 = 'COEF1 '
MTB > Regress 'Log K' I 'Log L';
SUBC> SResiduals 'SRES I ' ;
SUBC> Fits 'FITS 1';
SUBC> Residuals 'RESII ';
SUBC> Coefficients 'COEFl'.
The regression equation is
Log K =-1.74 + 1.62 LogL
Predictor Coef Stdev t-ratio
Constant -1.7392 0.3321
Log L 1.6237 0.1210
-5.24 0.000
13.42 0.000
s= 0.1820 R-sq =90.0% R-sq(adj) =8 9.5%
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Analysis of Variance
SOURCE OF SS MS
Regression I 5.9659 5.9659 180.06 0.000
Error 20 0.6627 0.0331
Total 21 6.6286
20 8
Carbonear #1 Outside Harbour Regression
Macro is running ... please wait
MTB > Plot 'SRES I'·'FITSI 'j
SUBC> Symbol.
MTB > Name c7 = 'SRES2' c8 = 'FITS2' c9 = 'RE SI2' clO - 'COEF2'
MTB > Regress 'Log K' I 'Log L';
SUBC> SResiduals 'SRES2';
SUBC> Fits 'FITS2';
SUBC> Residuals 'RESI2';
SUBC> Coefficients 'COEn'.
The regression equation is
Log K e . 2.60 + 1.82 Log L
Predictor Coef Stdev t-ratio
Constant -2.6030 0.4643
LogL 1.8198 0.1734
-5.6 1 0.000
10.50 0.000
s = 0.3109 R_sq :z 88.0% R-sq(adj) = 872 %
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Analysis of Variance
SOURCE OF 5S MS
Regression 1 10.650 10.650 110.16 0.000
Error 15 1.450 0.097
Total 16 12.100
Unusual Observations
Obs. Log L Log K Fit Stdev.Fit ResiduaJ St.Resid
10 2.37 2.3454 1.7173 0.0886 0.6280 2.UR
R denotes an cbs. with a large st. resid.
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Carbo aear #2 la sid e Harbour Regression
MtB > Name c3 - 'SRESI ' c4 - 'FITSI ' c5 - 'RESII' c6 - 'COEF1'
MtB > Regress 'Log K' 1 'Log L';
SUBC> SResi duals 'SRESl';
SUBe> Fits 'FITS l ';
SUBe> Residuals 'RES II ';
SUBe> Coefficients 'COEF1'.
The regressio n equation is
log K =-1.96 + 1.47 Lcg L
Predicto r Coef Stdev t-ratie
Constan t -1.9600 0.6438 -3.04 0.008
log L 1.4745 02828 521 0.000
s - 0.2869 Rcsq - 62.9% R-sq(adj) = 60.6%
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Analysis of Variance
SOURCE OF SS MS
Regression 1 2.236 1 2.2361 27.17 0.000
Erro r 16 1.3166 0.0823
Total 17 3.5526
Unusual Observations
Obs. Log L Log K Fit Stdev.Fit Residual St.Resid
2.44 2.3232 1.6417 0.0845 0.6815 2.49R
R denotes an obs. with a large st. resid.
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APPENDIXG
CARBONEAR DISPERSION STIJDY ANCQV A DATA
213
Table G.t - ANCOVA Data
K L Inside{7'l Comb ZX
2.3232 2.4427 I 2.4427
1.0191 1.9292 1 1.9292
U5 lJ 2.0965 1 2.0965
1.1191 2.1294 I 2.1294
23763 2.7575 1 2.7575
U727 2.4574 1 2.4574
1.7652 2.5709 I 2.5709
1.3362 2.3446 1 2.3446
1.6679 2.5920 1 2.5920
1.6327 2.0795 1 2.0795
1.l059 1.9412 1 1.9412
1.1608 2.0861 1 2.0861
1.0115 2.0691 1 2.0691
1.3015 2.2579 1 2.2579
0.7779 2.0643 1 2.0643
0.832 1 2.1223 1 2.1223
1.9183 2.2263 0 0.0000
1.0889 1.%88 0 0.0000
2.0212 2.5242 0 0.0000
0.4663 1.8171 0 0.0000
0.9568 2.0971 0 0.0000
1.5270 2.4339 0 0.0000
1.8816 2.6182 0 0.0000
1.8639 2.6471 0 0.0000
1.9 119 2.6862 0 0.0000
2.3454 23741 0 0.0000
2.7786 2.7561 0 0.0000
3.0683 2.9620 0 0.0000
3.1364 3.0740 0 0.0000
3.10 18 3.1113 0 0.0000
3.1374 3.1666 0 0.0000
3.1575 3.2210 0 0.0000
3.1261 3.2311 0 0.0000
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Carbonear ANCOVA Regralion Analy1is witho ut Dummy Varia ble Z
The regression equation is
Log K-· 2.68 + 1.83 Log L
Predicto r
Constan t
Log L
Coef StDev
-2.6809 0.3 173
1.8318 0.1278
T
-8.45 0.000
14.34 0 .000
s ... 0.2983 RoSq ... 86.9".... R-8q(adj) ""86.5%
Analysis of Variance
Source OF SS
Regression 18.286
Residual Error 31 2.758
Total 32 21.044
MS
18.286 205.53 0.000
0.089
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Unusual Observations
Obs Log L Log K Fit StDev Fit Res idual St Resid
26 2.37 2.3454 1.6679 0.0528 0.6775 2.31R
R denotes an observation with a large standardized residual
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Carbo Dea r ANCOVA Regres sioD ADalysiswith Dummy Variable Z
The regression equation is
Log K w- 2.44 + 1.76 Log L - 0.125 Outside
Predictor Coef StDev T
Constant -2.4368 0.3925 -6.21 0.000
Log L 1.7569 0.1460 12.03 0.000
Outside -0.1251 0.1187 -1.05 0.301
S = 0.2978 R-Sq ... 87.4% R-Sq(adj) = 86.5%
Analysis of Variance
Source OF SS MS
Regression 2 18.3844 9.1922 103.68 0.000
Residual Erro r 30 2.6597 0.0887
Total 32 21.0441
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Source OF Seq SS
Log L 1 18.2860
Outsi de 0 _0984
Unusual Observations
Obs Log L Log K Fit StDev Fit Residual St Resid
2.44 13232 1.7297 0.0798 0.5936 2.07R
26 2.37 23454 1.7342 0.0821 0.6112 21 4R
R denotes an observation with a large standardized res idual
2 18




